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Ormandy Will Lea
Orchestra in Year

hilaaeip
ast Concert

Vol. XLII, No. 26

New Senior Class Officers

ill Be Here April 27 at
8:00 p.m. in Field House

The Philadelphia Orchestra*
travels more miles to play more
concerts in more different cities
to more listeners than any other
symphony orchestra in the world.
Its travel this season will bring
:
t to Clemson for a concert in
*e College Field House on April
27 at 8:00 p. m. under the direcJuniors and Seniors who have
tion of Eugene Ormandy.
This has been a traveling or- not paid their Junior-Senior Banchestra from its earliest days, in quet fees as yet must do so'.either
1900, when Fritz Scheel and his tonight or tomorrow night in order
to be able to attend the banauet,
"85 Musicians" played in nearby
towns. Now the record is more according to A. Harrison McLaurin, junior class vice president.
impressive. From the 1938-1939
season through that of 1948-1947 Payment of fees ($1.75 stag or
the Orchestra journeyed by rail $2.25 with dates) may be made in
the College Chapel between the
112,155 miles. Even in a war
hours of 6:45 and 9:00 p. m.
year, when touring was all but
The seniors who must pay are
stopped, they chalked up 9,130
the ones who did not pay last
miles, and a transcontinental tour
year. Invitations may be picked
up at the time the fee is paid, and
will serve as a receipt. The inThe program of the Phila- vitation will also serve as admisdelphia Orchestra's Clemson sion card to the banquet, and must
concert will be all-Tschaikov- be presented at the door of the
sky, and will include the fol- mess hall on the night of the banlowing numbers:
quet. Date invitations are availSerenade in C Major for able for an additional charge of
String Orchestra, Op. 48
V'JM
Overture Fantasy, Romeo and five cents.

Juniors And Seniors
Must Pay By Friday
To Attend Banquet

Juliet
Symphony No. 5 in E Minor,
Op. 64

EUGENE ORMANDY

Yes, You Do Owe Something To
The Inmates Of State Hospital
By HASSELL SIMPSON
Graduates of the State Hospital at Columbia are,' 'for' "some
reason, reluctant to admit their
natural pride in their Alma Mater.
In fact, they make every effort
to conceal it. For this reason,
alumni contributions are 'practically non-existent; this in spite of
the fact that the State Mental
Hospital today stands in greater
need of funds than ever before.
Now, before you stop reading
and say, "Oh, there's nothing I can
do for that bunch of nuts—sorry
for them and all that, but I'd rather think of something pleasant,
and besides . . .", think about
this for a while:
One out of twenty persons born
in South Carolina will spend some
time as a patient in a mental institution. One out, r{ every ten
persons in the United States will
face a serious mental or emotional
disturbance some tim-* in his life.
Of that number, 200 mo will be
South Carolinians. And of every
ten natients admitted to a mental
hospital, seven will b2 discharged,
two will return for treatment, and
only three will die there.
Furthermore, funds available in
South Carolina for the maintenance and treatment of mental patients do not provide adequate
housing, food, clothing or other
necessities. Something -must be
done.
What can you and I do? We
can support the Sorth Carolina
Mental and Social Hygiene Society. This organization is constantly laboring for higher standards of mental and social health
in South Carolina. Further information concerning the organization can be secured by writing
Dr. Hilla Sheriff, President, S. C.
State Board of Health, Columbia,
S. C.

Clemson Invited To
Attend Greenville
Allegria Club Hop
The Allegria Club of Greenville has extended an invitation
to Clemson students to attend a
dance being sponsored by the
club in Greenville at Gallivan
Hall, Saturday night, April 23,
at 8:30. Furman Neal and his
orchestra will play at the dance
which is the annual Spring Ball
of the club.
Kaye Kelly, president of the
club, states that there will be no
admission charge for the affair
which will be semi-formal.

Editor Of Georgia

Livestock Judging

Magazine Speaks Team OlOSen Tue$.
To E
J. Lloyd Burrell. editor of the
"Central of Georgia Magazine",
snoke to Professor John D. Lane's
rln"^ in i"'iv"q]ism English 300,
at five o'clock monday, April 11,
on the various Droblems on magP7ir>e publication,
particularly
make-up.
The class membership includes
representatives from every student publication on the campus.
To enroll in the course a student
must be a member of some publication staff.
T'-o "Central of Georgia Magazine" is published monthly at
Savannah. Ga.. by the Central of
Georgia" Railway, and is devoted
to the interests of the active and
retired employees of the railroad
and its affiliated lines.

Dr. G. H. Aull Gives
Interview Over WKYL

NOTICE

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Scciology, went
to Hartwell, Ga.. Sunday. April
18, for a half-hour interview over radio station V/KLY with
Louie Morris, president of the
station.
The interview concerned the economic possibilities
of the upper Ravannaii River.

Anyone who has not received
an Alpha Phi Omega desk blotter can get one in Room 1-165
from Forrest Suggs or in Room
1-265 from Bill Darby.

Five regular members and two
alternates were selected for Clemson's Livestock Judging Team in
an elimination held Tuesday afternoon, April 19.
They are R. S. McCants, animal
husbandry senior of Orangeburg;
T. A. Warren, animal husbandry
senior of Prosperity; F. L. Cox,
pnimal husbandry senior of Jefferson, Ga.; C. K. McRae. animal
husbandry junior of Gresham;
and R. E. Warner, animal husbandry junior of Florence.
The alternates are J. C. Bloxham, animal husbandry major
(home town and classification unknown); and I, J.. Adams, animal
husbandry junior of Kershaw.
The team will enter the SouthEastern Area Judging Contest,
which will be held in Knoxville,
Tenn., on Friday, | April 22. The
Clemson men will be in competition with students from all the
major agricultural; colleges of this
ares in judging sheep, swine, and
cattle.
The team left Clemson this
morning for Knoxville and will
return some time Saturday night.

Curetort Awarded Top Place In
McPherson Co. Design Contest

Hardee And Young
Visitors On Campus
James N Young and Gilbert
Hardee '48 grade in agricultural economics, were on the Clemson campus Monday, April 19.
They are completing the requirements for master's degrees in sociology under Dr. Howard Beers
at the University of Kentucky.

in the spring of 1946 brought that
season's mileage up to 24,720.
More nearly average was 19401941 with 13,565 miles.
The first of a number of transcontinental tours was undertaken
in 1936—for six weeks a new city,
a new auditorium, new listeners
every night. A tabulation of the
cities visited in the ten years between 1936 and 1946 lists 108, in
many of which engagements have
been repeated again and again.
The Orchestra's tours are not
all statictics, however. Scarcely a
trip that doesn't bring new adventures, frivolous or serious, and
new problems. Planning the transportation for these tours is a
highly specialized task as well as
a vitally important one. A million dollars' worth of instruments,
some of them bulky ones, and 110
tempermental musicians have to
be so routed that they arrive on
time, spick and span, and ready
for a concert which is the redletter event of the year for the
expectant audience.
These complexities of travel are
among the problems which have
to be dealt with by the Orches*
(Continued on Page 3)
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W. M. Cureton, architectural
senior of Greenville, won first
prize in a recent design contest
sponsored by the McPherson
Company of Greenville.
This
company sponsors a similar eontest each year and awards $100.00
prize money. Cureton wins $40
for his first prize entry.
M. II. R. Sadler, architectural
senior of Rock Hill, took second

price. J. R. Gray, architectural
senior of Anderson, and J. P.
Wilk, architectural
senior of
Chester, Connecticut, won third
and fourth prizes respectively,
The entries a design for-a
proposed Medical Arts Budding
for Greenville, were judged by
Ralph McPherson, G. H. Giebner
and W. E. Freeman of Greenville,
and Fred Ledbetter of Anderson.

Closing Date For SC
Mag Contest May 31

MAY

TOBIN

DELOACH

May Named tc Head Next Year's Senior
Glass; DeLoach, Tobin, Rice Also Chosen
1/

May 1 Last Day For
Reservation Cards
All veterans in training under
Public Law 346 are again reminded that if no leave is desired, the
VA must be notified at least 30
days before the end of the semester. Also, for veterans planning
to attend summer school, one request for no leave to be granted
may be made to cover the current
semester and summer school.
These requests should be mailed
to the VA on or before May 1,
1949, and forms for this purpose
may be obtained in the Basement
Office of the Registrar's Office.
As added information, all veterans currently in school were
entered into training to-' include
the summer term so that no interruption in subsistence allowance would occur for veterans attending summer school. Because j
of the necessity for ample notice
to the VA and the volume of interruptions, it will be necessary ■
to interrupt the training of all
veterans whose reservation cards
for summer school are not in the
Registrar's .office by 5:00 p. m.,
May 1, 1949. Any veteran attending summer school who
makes a reservation after the
aforementioned date should be
sure he fills,out the necessary reentrance forms when he matriculates for the summer term.

ES «?B^I

Dan' S. May, arts and sciences*
junior of Calhcun Falls, was elected president of next year's senior
class in the final election, which
was held ' last Tuesday. He defeated Robert F. Rayle, arts and
sciences junior of Eastover, by a
count of 180 to 154.
Approximately 47 percent of
the class voted. In recent years
no class election at Clemson has
Myron Smithwick announced
aroused sufficient interest to bring
this
t week that orders for , coma majority of the class members
to the polls. It is probable, how- mencement invitations will be
ever, that the rain which fell taken in the guest room April
all day, Tuesday kept many 19-25. Cash must accompany all
would-be voters away.
orders. The leather-bound bookIn the vice-presidential race, lets will cost 75 cents, the paperWilliam W. DeLoach, textile bound 50 cents, and dutch folds
manufacturing junior of Colum- 20 cents each or six for a dollar.
bia, won over Arthur J. Banks,
Smithwick urges that all senelectrical engineering junior of St. iors get their orders in early
Matthews, 192 to 142.
since it will take quite some time
Hugh M. Tobin, textile chemis- for the invitations to be entry junior of Charleston, defeat- graved.
ed Leonard M. Magruder, arts
and sciences junior of Central
Hershey, " Cuba, 189 to 145, for Students May Obtain
the office of secretary-treasurer.
The closest race of the election YMCA Cards At Y
was between James H. Rice, arts
Clemson students who wish to
and sciences junior of Charleston, secure cards to be used for visitand Ho well T. Arthur, arts and ing privileges at other YMCA's
sciences junior of Bristol, Tenn., may obtain them at the Clemson
for class historian. Rice won, 168 "Y." All holders of community
to 165.
chest cards may also get them by
calling at the Clemson "Y" or by
signing a sheet on company halls.
PULKINEN BABY ARRIVES
Membership in the YMCA is a
A five pound boy was born to fellowship with students and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl (Spook) Pulki- ' members of the Clemson Y and
nen Tuesday night at 7:30 in An- other YMCA's, whereby members
derson County Memorial Hospi- partake of benefits, privileges,
tal. The child has not as yet and uses of the YMCA. This is
been named. Both mother and afforded through buildings and
fellowship of other members.
son are doing fine.

Moody Will Lead Sunday Service
At Clemson Methodist Church

Invitations Will
On Sale April 19-25

With deadline for the College
Short Story Contest only a little
more than a month away, the
South Carolina Magazine has received a "very satisfactory" response in the form of inquiries
and entries, Editor Anne Thomas
said.
Students from nearly all
the
large colleges and many of the
smaller ones have indicated interest and a desire to submit manuscripts, Miss Thomas said. Replies have come in from Furman, Wofford, U. S. C, the Citadel, the College of Charleston, Anderson College and others.
The editor urged more English, literature and journalism
students to participate.
"We'd like all the students to
know that each manuscript will
be read and judged very carefully
by notable South Carolina
writers. Because we believe that
the local field for young writers
is extremely limited, we want to
encourage and reward such talent," she explained.
The contest is" limited to. college students of South Carolina.
Material must have a South Carolina locale, and is limited to
2,000 words. Prizes of $50, -$25,
and $15 will be given to authors
of the three top stories at school
commencement exercises in June.
Judges' decision will be final.
The; contest closes May 31.
Manuscripts must be in,; typewritten, double-spaced, and carefully identified, postmarked before midnight of that date. They
P. R. Lunsford, textile manu +
should be mailed to Contest Editor, Post Office Box 835, Co- facturing senior of Charlotte, waL
elected president of the Clemlumbia, S. C.
son Little Theater at a meeting
of this group Tuesday night, April
19. Lunsford succeeds Jefferson
Davis McMahan, III, in this position. He served as production
manager for Blythe .Spirit, and
he is a member of Alpha Psi
Omega, national honorary dramatic fraternity.
Elizabeth McGarity was reA clothing exchange sponsor elected vice president. She has
ed by the Episcopal Altar O""^ served, in the past, as properties
will get underway Saturday, chairman for' several productions.
April 30, 2-5 p. m., and will be Margaret Stiles was chosen secconducted every Saturday after retary for the coming year.
The new historian is John C.
that date until the end of school.
Cobb,
textile manufacturing juThe exchange, which should
not be misconstrued as being a nior of Cateechee; he is also a
"rummaee sale", is an attempt to member of Alpha Psi Omega, and
pass still usable clothing on to he has served' as tickets manager
others that can use it, according and house manager in the past.
to Mrs. David Buchman, chair- Jim; L. Spangenburg. elected bus-r
iness manager, has been memberman.
Mrs. Buchman says that any sni'-i ohaii-man lor tne past year,
Newly-elected officers of the Clemson Little Theater group are,
person wishing to dispose of and he also had a role in The
Jen io ngfti, iront row: Jt\ K. Lunsford, president; Elizabeth McMale
Animal.
clothing through this arrangement
Garity, vice president; Margaret Stiles, secretary; and Jim L.
Ollie
Stukes,
pre-med
senior
of
must have the articles cleaned and
Suangenberg, business manager; left to right, back row: John C.
pressed before bringing them to Manning, was elected to the post
Cobb, historian; Bill Berry, publicity chairman;and J. H. BeaU,
of
membership
shairman
for
next
stage manager. Not shown are Professor James P. Winter, adthe exchange. Suitable, or sugvisor, and Ollie Siukes, membership chairman.
gested, articles include men's and year. Bill Berry, the newly-elected
boy's wear, tuxedoes, and cotton publicity chairman, is an arts and
clothing. The clothing will be sciences junior of Greenville, and given a vote of confidence as ad- member of Alpha Psi Omega, and
sold under a plan whereby the he was production manager for visor. Mr. Winter has been the he has wide experience in draseller assigns a .price to the article; Arsenic and Old Lace. J. H. Beall,
matics for the past twenty years,
then, after sale, the seller is given electrical engineering freshman advisor since the Little Theatre's
both
here and in Ohio.
from
Chicago,
was
chosen
stage
reactivation
in
1946.
He
has
ditwo-thirds of the sale price and
The installation of officers and
the other third is given to the manager. Beall has served as rected several plays at Clemson
master electrician for the past including The Bishop Misbehaves, the presentation of keys will be
Episcopal Altar Guild.
Further information may be ob- year.
made at the annual banquet on
Professor James P. Winter was Sparkin, He, and Where the Cross
tained by calling Mrs. Buchman
May 20.
, J.J$£
Is
Made.
Professor
Winter
is
a
unanimously
renominated
and
at 3351.

Paul Lunsford Elected Prexy
Of Little Theater for Next Year

Altar Guild Will
Sponsor Usable
Clothing Exchange

RICE

The Rev. C. LeGrand Moody,
Jr., pastor of the Methodist
Church at Whitmire, South Carolina, will be the guest minister at
the Clemson Methodist Church
Sunday morning. His visit to
Clemson is keenly anticipated because of his rich background of
training and experience, which
should admirably qualify "him for
the service Sunday.
The Rev. Mr. Moody, who is a
native of Little Rock, South Carolina, has studied at Elon College,
Duke Divinity School, Yale Divinity School, and Chicago Theological Seminary.
Mr. Moody spent five years in

CLARENCE L.'MOODY, JR.
the United States Navy as chaplain. Two years were spent on
board the U. S. S. Texas and during this time, he participated in
four major engagements, and was
awarded the Commendation ribbon following the Normandy invasion. One and a half years were
spent as Chaplain of the U. S.
Coast Guard Training Station at
Groton, Connecticut, and one and
a half years- as Chaplain of the
U. S. Naval Hospital at Guam,
Marianas Islands.
In 1938, Mr. Moody married
Miss Elizabeth Ann Ballentine of
Greenville.

Clemson Cancer
Fund To Try For
Goal Next Week
Next week has been set aside to
reach the maximum for the Cancer Fund, but the campaign will
run through the entire month of
April.
Those who have not subscribed
or who wish to increase their subscriptions can leave the money at.
the Fort Kill Bank and Trust
Company. The donations can be
made in the form of a deposit.
The state officers of the American Cancer Society work without
pay. The only administration expense is for one part-time stenographer.
Twenty-five per cent of the
cancer funds is used for national
research, fifteen per cent for education, and sixty per cent for conducting eleven hospital clinics in
South Carolina.
At present all the South Carolina clinics are in need of funds
for caring for non-<paying patients.
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W.B. Aulf, Noted Vice-Dean Of The School Of
Agriculture, Passes Here After Long Illness
William Barre Aull, recently retired professor of bacteriology and vice director of the School of Agriculture, died
at his Clemson home Saturday afternoon, April 16, after
several months' illness.

A son of the late Williams B.*
■
■
S. find Mary Elvira Barr Aull, I
he was. a graduate of Clemson
College in the Class of 1907. He
did graduate work at Clemson, at
the University of Virginia, and
at Iowa State College. He was .
principal of Pendleton High
School for one year, was seed
analyst for the State Department |
^||
of Agriculture for one year, and
was assistant in botany for the
South Carolina Experiment Station from 1911-' 15.
In 1915, he became assistant
professor of bacteriology at Clemson College. In 1917, he was made
associate professor of bacteriology. He became vice-dean of the
School of Agriculture in 1936,
and was professor of bacteriology
in 1941.
At the time of his retirement,
he was chairman of the SearsRoebuck Scholarship Committee,
chairman of the Schedule Committee, and a member of the
Curriculum Committee. In addiW. B. AULL
tion, he held at one time or another the positions of secretary to
the agricultural faculty and class sociation of Scientists, the Ameradvisor for junior and senior ag- ican Association of Scientists,
ricultural Students.
and the American Public Health
He was a member of the Fort Association, and was a fellow of
Hill Presbyterian Church, the
the American Association for AdAmerican Association of Bacteriologists, the South Carolina As- vancement of Science. He belonged to Ph;. Kappa Phi, national
honor scholarship fraterGOODALE ADDRESSES
nity, and to Alpha Zeta, naAG EC'S
tional honorary agricultural fraPrpfessor Ben E. Goodale of the ternity.
dairy department spoke at the
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
regular meeting of the Agricul- Mary Evans Aull; one daughter,
tural Economics Club on Tuesday Miss Mary Bowen Aull; two
night, April 12. His subject was brothers, Julius A. and Walter A.
the value and mechanics of ad-'Aull of Pendleton; and two sisvertising.
| ters, Mrs. L. T. Lietner of Marion
The meeting closed with the and Miss Louise Aull of Pendleserving of doughnuts and coffee, ton.

Student Forum Of Air Gets Letter From
Australia In Return For Transcription

Alpha Chi Sigma's Southern District
Conclave To Be At Clemson April 22-24

j

/

Alpha Chi Sigma Fraternity*——
Fraternity
will hold its annual Southern District Conclave here on April 2224, according to \an announceH. M. "Six" Tobin, textile
ment by T. W. Lewis, president chemistry junior of North Charof the local chapter. The Con- leston, was elected president of
clave will open formally with a The Canterbury Club at the reguweiner roast at the YMCA Cabin lar weekly meeting on April 13.
tomorrow evening at seven He will succeed R. T. Mattison,
arts and science senior of Aiken.
o'clock, and will close with break- W. H. Gaillard, electrical engifast in the College Dining Hall at neering sophomore of Florence
eight o'clock on Sunday morning has been chosen as the new vice
April 24.
president. L. H. Doar, chemical
The Grand Chapter will be engineering freshman of Lakerepresented by Clyde B. Hutchin- land, Fla., will take over as the
son of Sandersville,' Georgia new secretary, and G. Asnip, texGrand Master Alchemist, and by tile engineering junior of GreenJohn R. Kuebler, of Indianopolis, ville, was elected treasurer.
Indiana, Grand Recorder. They
A. K. Bowman, civil engineerwill be accompanied by W. D. ing freshman of Sumter, was
Smith of Greenville, Southern elected editor of "The Finlay
District Counselor. Also to attend Forecast," the publication of the
are delegates from Rho, Alpha club.
The new officers took over their
Phi, and Alpha Omega Chapters,
representing The University of duties last night.
North Carolina, The University of
Tennessee, and The Georgia
School of Technology, respectively. Members of Beta Epsilon, .

cSve"

TO THE GRADUATING CUSS... JUNE '49
You May Be Accepted for an Early
U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Training Class
If you are a college graduate; married or single; between the ages of 20
and 26V_ and physically and morally qualified, you may be accepted
for assignment in the U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet classes starting in
late summer or early fall;
You get a well-planned course; valued at $35,000 ::: this Includes about
275 hours of flight training; and the finest aviation education and executivejraining in the world;
.J

!

$100,000 In Awards

Offered In Five

Arts Conies!

AAUW Branch Joins Movement'
For Recruiting More Teachers

The thirst for fame and fortune '
—$100,000 worth—is so strong in :
college writers that they have!
.catapulated two small university !
♦ Renewed efffforts to recruit
towns into the top ten sources of j
teachers are being put forth by
entries in the National Five Arts
the Clemson Branch of the AmerAward competition, according to i
a breakdown of the first 23,000
ican Association of' University
manuscripts and inquires made
Women in response to a letter'
at award headquarters, 715 Fifth,
and study kit sent out to ah
Out
of
dhe
of
the
most
popuAvenue, New York.
AAUW
branches by the Associalar
courses
of
instruction
offered
Berkeley, California is second
nationally, a position that can be on the Ohio State University cam- tion's national Education Comattributed to the fact that it is | pus has grown a unique trouble- mittee.
the home of the University of shooting service—a clinic designIn presenting the material
California. Students at the Uni- I
from
National Headquarters to
ed
to
help
married
students
unversity of Vermont have put Bur- ]
the
local
group, Mrs. Wallace T.
tangle
their
marital
tlifficulties
lington in tenth place.
education
chairman,
Collegians stand the same and steer about-to-be-married in- Ferrier,
chance as the pros in this com- to likely channels of conjugal pointed out that the need for
petition, since the manuscripts happiness.
teachers in the primary and elewill not carry the author's name j
mentary grades becomes increas-,
Established
as
an
offioial
stu—just a number. The current
sensational' success on Broadway dent service last fall, the Mar- ingly acute. The tidal wave of
of "At War With the Army", writ- riage Counseling- Clinic now sup- war babies which is crowding inten by two ex-Gi's still at Yale plements classroom- instruction to our public schools has now
proves that you don't have to kick provided in four marriage courses reached the second grade, - she
around Times Square for years , ,-.- __ ...
.,
_
, ,
ubefore
f ,. coming
™- „ up with
•__ a hit.
i •_
i at the University. One such ba- said. Where one room formerly
Similarly, there have been sic course, covering "Factors in sufficed for second graders, many
smash song hits written on. the Successful Marriage," attracts 1,- schools now require two or three.'
J. R. Nicholson, vocational ag- campus. Remember "East of the 200 students yearly, with sections All available rooms are now in
ricultural education junior of Sun" from the Princeton Triangle held hourly every day of every use, yet the tide is expected to
Westminster, was elected presi- Show, and "Daddy", which was
quarter. Personal questions aris- rise still farther, since the bigdent of the Oconee-Clemson Club written by a Penn student?
ing
during the classroom lectures rest war-baby crop of all camo
These awards are unique in that
at a reorganizational meeting in
;
the "Y" Clubroom on Tuesday they cover six writing fields: The have stimulated requests for in- n 1947 and will reach kindernight, April 19.
garten age in 1952. The teacher ,
Play, Short Story, Short Short dividualized guidance.
Other officers elected at the Story, Popular Song, Radio Script
As
chief "marital
trouble- hortage in the primary grades
meeting are W. K. Clark, textile' and Movie Synopsis. Cash awards
"come so serious that some
manufacturing junior of Walhal- total'$30,000, Fellowships $70,000, shooter" of the clinic, Dr. Job:
F.
Cuber,
37-year-pld
professor
:chobls
cro running two or three
la, vice president; and J. L. Frier- plus the fact that, five arts
of sociology and nationally, known :essions a day so that a single
son, horticulture junior of West- launches careers by arranging for
marriage education
authority 'cacher can provide part-time inminster, secretary-treasurer.
professional publications and proW. H. Lake of Walhalla pre- duction.
struction to two or three groups.'
sided over the meeting until ofThe non-profit nature of five
. This year, Mrs. Ferrier re'MARRIAGE EXPERT
ficers had been elected. A social arts has attracted the top names
FACING DIVORCE
orted; the country's ' biggest
•was proposed, and the next meet- in each field as judges: Play—
The man who taught Ohio teacher supply in elementary
ing was set for the first week in Moss Hart, Mike Todd, Arthur
May.
Hopkins and Barrett H. Clark; State University students how schools falls 60,000 short of the
Short Story—Betty Smith, James to be'com,? happily marries! was need. Moreover, teacher recruitA. Michener and Whit Burnett; being' sued for divorce today.
men statistics show fewer and
Br. John F. Cuber,. former diPopular Song—Benny Goodman,
LET US DO YOUR
fewer high school graduates aprector
of
OSU's
Marriage
CounDuke Ellington and Vincent Loplying for training as elementary
pez; Radio Script—Arch Oboler, seling Clinic, was sued for teachers.
Ed Bryson (producer of Mr,. D.' neglect by Mis. Esther Cuber
"The tremendous shortage of
A.) and Erick Barnouw (president in the court of domestic rela- qualified teachers threatens the
We Dig Cellars, Grade,
of the Radio Writers Guild); tions.
Level and Sow Yards
The University said Dr. Cuber welfare ,of our American sysMovie Synopsis—Hal Wallis, Anaresigned
four days ago to ac- tem of free public schools," wrote
tole Litvak and Rouden MarnonWe Break and Harrow
cept a visiting professorship at Mrs. Pearl A. Wannamaker, State
lian.
Superintendent of Public Instruc-'
Garden Land
Since the competition doesn't the University of Southern Cali- tion for the State of Washington,
fornia.
close until July 31, why not write
Dr. Cuber directed the clinic a member of the AAUW National
for entry blanks and full informaStating
under
sponsorship of the Uni- Education Committee.
tion to the National Five Arts
that this condition prevails in
versity's
Sociology
Department.
Clemson Award, 715 Fifth Avenue, New He also is the author of an ele- every school district in the
Phone 6801
York 22, N. Y.
mentary sociology book used by United 'States, Mrs. Wannamaker
urged all AAUW bVanches to mofreshman college students.
bilize their erTcrtf toward the solution of the teacher shortage
heads the activities of a 5-man j problem, and to work closely with
SULLIVAN KING MORTUARY
counseling staff, two of them their school administrators to
(Formerly McDougald-Bleckley)
specialists in economic and child- overcome specific local situations
parent guidance areas. The direc- which hamper full educational
tor himself, in addition to coun- opportunities for children and
Lady Attendant
,
Chapel
seling, interviews each student youth.
counselee on his initial visit to
counselor's task of helping the inthe clinic.
Phone 378
Anderson
lal evaluate objectively an
The marriage center is open to
student counselees from 2 to 5 intensely personal situation. The
p. m. daily, Monday through Fri- actual remedy is never adminisday. Actual counseling may in- tered in "here's-what-you-mustipsage by the University
volve but one interview, or it may
Richardson Tailoring
require intermittent conferences counselor, who merely assists the
Company
over a period of a year, some- student in choosing his own rnedtimes longer. Most important and icine by pointing out advantages
We Cut, Trim, and Make
often extremely difficult is the and'disadvantages of the various
selections he may make.
From Your Material at
Founded primarily as a counMost Reasonable Prices
seling service, the .clinic will also
CURB SERVICE.
provide research opportunities for
,12 West Earle Street
developing counseling techniques
Anderson, S. C.
and offer training facilities for
graduate students in the field of
marriage' and the family. Such
training is of particular interest
to the clinic director, a long-time
advocate of high certification
standards for marriage counselors.
As newly appointed chairman
Greenville, S. C.
of the marriage counseling section of the National Council on
Family Relations, Dr. Cuber will
assist other colleges and univerSOUTH CAROLINA'S LEADING STORE FOR MEN
STEAKS, SANDWICHES ; sities in establishing curricula
' for the training of counselors in*
WAFFLES AND
AND YOUNG MEN
j accordance with the new certifiCOMPLETE MEALS
I cation standards of the American
Main Street — Anderson I Association of Marriage Counsel! ors.

Married Life bAade
Easier At Ohio U.

J. R, Nicholson Heads

J. I.

College men are today's leaders of the U. S. Air
Force. With new and complex aircraft and equipment being developed, scientific research becomes
more and more important, increasing the need for
college-trained men.
.As a college graduate you will have an unlimited
future in aviation fields of personnel management, operations, materiel, supply, research and
development.
' It's a year ©f learning, flying and time for recreation
with a hand-picked top-string team of Americans.
Upon assignment to an Aviation Cadet class you
will be sent to one of the U. S. Air Force bases

in Texas for the world's finest aviation training.
Here you will receive about 175 hours of flying
instruction in the Texan T-6 trainer plus an extensive course in aviation education and executivefrtraining. k Navigation, fuels, weather, radio
and radar are some of the subjects you will take.
During this training period you'll find plenty of
hard, fast action to keep you fit and trim ... the
best athletic facilities are available. Upon completion of training, you will win your silver wings
and receive a Reserve commission as second lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force. Outstanding graduates receive Regular commissions upon graduation.

JAX'S

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
if you can meet the high standards required of candidates for
officer training, there's a real future for you in the U. S. Air
Force. Capable young executives are needed for positions of
responsibility in non-flying assignments . . . management, communications, engineering, research and other fields. That is why
the Air Force is offering qualified, ambitious men and women
with college training an opportunity to prepare for leadershio in the air age.

WIN YOUR WINGS

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

U. S. AIR FORCE
Single'or married men with two years of college (or who can
pass an equivalent examination) between ages of 20 and
26V_ with high physical and moral qualifications, act now!
Get full details at your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting
Office or write: Chief of Staff, Headquarters United States Air
Force, Attention Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington 25, D. C

U. S. ARMY and U. S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE L_!!Le

;

Newly-elected officers of the Clemson Canterbury Club are,
left to right, George Asnip, treasurer; A. K. Bowman, editor of
the club publication; L. H. Doar, secretary; H. M. "Six" Tobin,
president; and W. H. Gaillard, vice president.

DIGGING

Win your wings and then start a career with a future • • •

__?

Canterbury Club Elects New Officers

.
E
Last November, the Clemson^
College Student Forum of the Air also in touch with the Guild of
+
ranscribed a discussion of inter- Undergraduates here to see if we
national affairs. Dr. Sidney .T. are able to reciprocate, but after
L'. Crouch, minister of the Fort a year's absence abroad I have
HiH. Presbyterian Church and a found it takes quite some time to
native of Australia, was one of catch up with local affairs. Please
the 'participants.
then excuse my delay, but shortly
President Frank Seddon of the I will, get in touch with you again
Fonum sent a recording of the when a decision has been made as
broadcast to the University of to whether we can reciprocate in
Australia, suggesting that the the way you kindly suggest.
school and Clemson College furVery kindly greetings from this
rier understanding among stu- University. I shall send you
dents by exchanging such tran- literature later concerning ourscriptions regularly. In return, selves, and hope that we may be
he has received the following let- able to establish a line of comter:
munication which could be muDr. Frank Seddon,
tually available. Two of our proPresident, Student Forum of (the) fessors will be on study leave in
Air
the United States during 1950 and
Clemson A and M College, .
it may be possible for one of them
South Carolina
to visit you.
My dear President,
Yours sincerely,
You must forgive me for being
(G. A. Currie)
so long in answering your kind
Vice Chancellor
m act as hosts for the
letter of 19th November about the
P. S. I had the disc played toStudent Forum of the Air. The day and one side at least will be
Annual business of the Southfact is that, first, I was in your good matter for broadcasting here.
I
ern
District will be carried on by
own country in November of last (Signed) S. A. C.
the
delegates on Saturday mornyear. Though I did not Call in at
mg. After dinner in the Dining
your University (Clemson) I did,
Hall, there is to be a conducted
in the course of a visit to the J. C. Lynn Is Visitor
tour of the campus. Highlighting
Tennessee Valley, see the Univerthe meeting, a formal initisiion
sity of Tennessee. At the Eisen- On Clemson Campus
will be carried out following the
hower reception too in Columbia
J. C. Lynn, a Clemson gradu(presumably at Columbia Uni- ate of the class of '33, now as- tour, and at seven o'clock a inversity in New York, N. Y.) I met sistant director of the "Washing- formal banquet is to be held in
quite a number of University ton office of the American Farm the YMCA Cafeteria.
Alpha Chi Sigma is the propresidents from the United States. Bureau, was a visitor on the
Your kind and-friendly gesture Clemson campus last week. His fessional fraternity of those men
in directing the broadcast Forum specialty with the bureau is crops who plan to devote their lives to
some field of chemical work. It
of the Air in one of its sessions of the southeast.
to this University is very much
A county agent in North Caro- is composed of Collegiate and Proappreciated indeed. The actual lina during the war, he was in fessional Branches, which -, are
broadcast 'disk arrived a few charge of rebuilding agriculture made up of seventy-four chapters
weeks ago, and we are discussing, in Germany after the war. For ar_d some twenty thousand memwith our broadcasting authority, three years, he was responsible bers throughout the United States.
This fraternity was founded in
its being used in Australia. I am for getting food into Berlin.
1902 at the University of Wisconsin, which is the home of Alpha
Chapter. The last chapter to be
admitted was the local group,
Beta E-psilon, which received its
charter in 1939.
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General Electric Engineer Talks
About Inter Pfanetary Rocket P an

PAGE 3

Pat Hance Na ea Pres
In Baptist Exe ive

Developing a man - carrying
rocket capable of being flown to
the Moon and bac^: would be an
♦ Pat Hance. civil engineering #>
engineering task roughly equivajunior, of Lancaster,,- was elected
lent to designing a super aircraft
That corn can be profitably
president of the Clemson Baptist
carrier, and would probably re'$ x y>
grown in South Carolina is proved
Student Union at the recent anquire a rocket about 500 feet long by records of the 21 charter memnual election. He will succeed
and weighing about 2,000 tons, a bers of the South Carolina 100f«*sa#s mmb?&
Charles N. Still of Greenwood,
General Electric engineer said.
:
Bushel Corn Club recently or♦
Veterans
planning
tcr
go
to
president
for
the
1948-'49
school
Warning that the prospect of ganized in the state. Each memThe Cl
summer school under the GI Bill ■ year,
an inter-planetary rocket is "high- ber of the club produced more
partmenl is
It was'done' by Professor St. Huly improbable because of the fan- than 100 bushels of corn on one
should begin now to make necesElected to serve with Hance fresco Friday af1
bert and his wife, who have done
as
officers
of
the
BSU
were
Datastic cost and the engineering acre in 1948, and each made a
(Continued from Page 1)
sary arrangements for .Veterans
Riggs Hall Auditoriurr
i
a great 'deal of work with frescos
vid Bedell of Ridgeland, enlistproblems," he asserted that
profit on his corn.
Administration certificates of eli- ment vice president; Jack Fer- memoration of those architecture
St. Hubert is head of
tra's
assistant
manager,
Norman
national security depended upon
students who died in the late
In discussing these records.
gibility, Edward B. Turner, man- ! guson,
electrical
engineering
S. Shirk.
Fcesco department Nin th"
it, the job could probably be done. Hugh A. Woodle, leader. Clemson
The Philadelphia Orchestra is ager of the South Carolina Reg- sophomore of Asheville,
social
Of Fine Arts at FontainThe engineer. Dr. R. W. Porter, Agronomy Extension Work, says:
Allah won't ^called "the world's greatest or- ional office of the Veterans Ad- iVice president; and Ralph JackMean, France, and is now a*
of the G-E Aeronautic and'Ord- "A summary of the reports of the
allotted lime th
chestra."
son, vocational agricultural eduClemson as a visiting professor
nance Systems Division, said that members shows that the average
ministration, said today.
in hunfin' and ,.
devoof architecture.
That is not just the opinion of j j± veteran already in School cation Junior of Mannin
to escape the gravity pull of the yield for the group was 110.7
"The
future
al
tTthe Orchestra or its press-agent. | under the GI Bill who intends to tional. vice president.
earth, the rocket would have to bushels per acre made with an,
Rudc>lph (Pen) Lee, retired
(hing for the n
:-;The same judgment has been ! continue his education this sum-1 Secretary and treasurer, restreak away from the earth'
fie Architecture Departaverage of 12.335 Plants per acre.
faith in it."
1
oassed by many persons eminent | mer m a different school should spectively, are Lauren Arid
mosphere at about seven mi
ment,; will conduct the unveilinn
The records show the average cost
the musical world
V'S.
second, or roughly 25.200 miles per acre was $61.68 and the averapply as soOn as possible for a and Ed- Smith,
both
jui
Sergei Rachmaninoff, who was supplemental certificate of eli- 'Elected to lead the several de- ricli o
per hour.
the service, the entire
age cost per bushel was 55 cents.
lectoer.
It
intimately associated with the gibility.
Without
supplemental Partments of BSU activity were
An ordinary single-stage rocket", The average net profit for the
are Department will be
Orchestra
as
guest - conductor, certificates, they cannot be admit- John Dent> textile manufacturing a man rich
such as the V-2 which has attain- group was shown to be S109.66
feted to a banquet in the Collet to
what
he
BUDDY CRAIG
unlor
of
composer and . pianist for over ted to new schools or new courses. -i
Columbia, training unMess Hall, sponsored by the Mined an altitude of 114 miles, would per acre.
The average number
ion director; Tom Colling's, arts
thirty years, said "It is the finest I Mr. Turner said
lack the necessary push to free it of pounds of plant food oer acre
aret F r a t e r n i t y. Architecture
for
their
dutic
orchestra I have ever heard at any
Application forms for the cer- jand sciences junior of Clemson, Annual Spring Re r
graduates and several pratuccir"
from the earth's pull. Dr. Porter was nitrogen 125 pounds, phos!
Sund
time or in any place." Sir Adrian tificates may be obtained from
ay
school ' superintendent; in Rock Hill. April 29-May 1. At- architects of South Carolina will
said.
phoric acid 76 pounds, and potBoult, conductor of the BBC Sym- the registrar's office at their ^' R Roberts, agriculture junior
A two-stage rocket, however, ash 71 pounds.
tendance tl
also be guests at the banquet. Afphony Orchestra said after a re- school or from any VA office.
|of Lug°ff>
extension chairman; is limited to office
could probably break free of gravHe points out that in most in-'
ter the unveiling, the fresco wil'
eorge
cent visit to this country, "The
After a veteran has filled out! ^
Shelton, industrial educa- of the BSUP's, because of he
ity, he added.
He described a stances the members prepared
be mounted in a frame and place T
tl0n
spPhomore of Naval Base, limitations in Rock Hill,
two-stage rocket as a sort of "du- their seedbeds well, used adapted
Julian F. (Buddy-* Craig, pre- Philadelphia Orchestra is certain- te application, he should send I
in the hall of the Architecture
promotion chairman; Frank Mcplex" in which a smaller rocket is certified hybrids, had a large medicine junior of Eastover, was ly the finest orchestra I have ever it to the VA regional office having Clure of Varnville,
eligible to attend arc be
Department
on the third floor o^
publicity
heard."
jurisdiction over the school he is
carried by a larger one until the number of stalks per acre, fer- elected president of the Clemson
Hall.
Virgil Thomson, exacting music now attending. All South Caro- chairman; and E. M. Railings, relarger has used all its fuel. It 1 tilized well, especially with nitro- Presbyterian Student Association
critic of the New York Herald lina schools are under the regional elected chairman of couples work.
then drops off and the smaller i gen. and cultivated early and last Wednesday, April 13. He has
Musical activities v/ill be under
one continues under its own' shallow. These are the five basic been active in the organization Tribune wrote recently, "The office at Fort Jackson, S. C.
the direction of Ed. Watt, archiADMISSION 25c PLUS TAX-4o see a picture of your
Philadelphia
Orchestra
is
the
most
Veterans planning to attend
power.
i recommendations for the 'produc- ever since he has been at Clemtecture graduate of Hartsville.
sensitive
instrument
of
its
kind
choice or. the CIt
jampua.
summer school in the same instiA man-carrying two - stage tion of high yields in this state, son, and was recently elected
in the world." In another review tution in which they are now en- Harold Cole and James Spangenrocket able to reach the Moon and he adds.
' treasurer of the organization for
■ April :.
he said,
"Ormandy and
the rolled do not need a supplemental berg will' continue as advisors.
IE PALEFACE, Bob Hope, Jane Rusreturn would stand as high as a
.
,
the state of South Carolina.
The present council of officers
Brahms
program
certainly
filled
certificate to re-enroll.
ssll
35-story building and w o u 1 d : would" probably cost'at least ten
Other officers elected are J. E.
will serve through Mother's Day,
Carnegie Hall at the beginning
weigh about 2,000 tons about 140 thousand dollars to transport one Cushman, dairying sophomore of
when the new men will be offiApril 22-23- -THE GREAT WALTZ
with customers and at the end
times as much as the current V-2 j passenger from New York to Chester, cadet vice president;
cially installed. The retiring ofDOC ANKLAM USED
with
cheers
.
.
.
Orchestral
balApri]
ANNIE ROONEY, Shirley Temple
rockets, he said. Fuel alone would j Cairo.
Lewis Calvert, textile manufacficers and seniors in BSU will be
TO SAY
account for about six-sevenths,
"Perhaps 1959 will bring the turing junior of Mount Holly, N. ances of perfect transparency
feted at the annual banquet to be
AD HECK .
! and "THIS IS MY
of the rocket's total weight, he ex- kind of peace on earth which will c-> veteran vice president; J. E. gave the symphonies a clarity and . It ain't the number of decoys j held in the club room at the
all unusual to them
AFFAIR
plained.
permit rocketeers to go back to Millsap, agricultural economics luminosity
r
ou put
Thax Tuminosity""wa7ormandy'sfe
ou^-it'sthe way you put I church on May 7. The
A more probable development, j studies of space ships and satel- Junior of Gable, secretary-treastheme will echo medieval knight•9ut the ones you got.
RT STORY
achievement
urer
and s ]
though still not in the immediate lite vehicles. But our task in 1949
:
Horton, architechood. Pat Hance, who is cur- j
Of a program which included a
Worry / is only interest
tit only)— HOMECOMING, Clark Gafuture, according to Dr. Porter, is and in the years immediately ture junior of Rock Hill, social
rentl.y social chairman, is chair- '
Miaskovsky Symphony and a Pro- trouble that hasn't started.
ble, Lana Turner
man of the committee on ar- i
a pilotless rocket-camera
head is to make sure that our chairman. This slate of officers
kofiev Suite, Olin Downes, dean
After
11 is ^said and dpne, rangements. Guest speaker
at
could photograph the other side contribution to the safety and se- will serve until next year.
JNDER THE RED ROBE, Annabella,
of New York critics, wrote in the there's always a lot more to be the banquet will be Robert Denof the Moon. Such a missle might curity of men of good-will shall
"Times", "Both works were given said and done.
Baasey.
in the Southern
ny> associate
weigh less than 100 tons, he add- not be too little or too late," he
performances that one does not
It's no use puttin' on airs that Baptist department of Student
ed.
. concluded.
easily imagine surpassed for sheer ain't natural to you—another Work.
OF ARC and THREE
It is also possible, the G-E en- j
Dr. Porter expressed his views
orchestral virtuosity, glory of tone man's coat is bound to wrinkle up
The incoming officers of the
FATHERS
gineer said, to create man-made in a paper,-"Rockets—1949," preFive hundred dollars, raised by
and imagination . . . Let music on you somewhere.
BSU will commence preparation
satellites which could serve as pared for the "Bridge," a maga- voluntary contributions of Ohio
sound that way and it is a new
television relay stations in space
ine published by the professional; University students, was sent reand intoxicating experience."
These missies whirling around the electrical engineering fraternity, ] cently to Kenyon College, scene
The Philadelphia Orchestra's liearth at about 18,000 miles per Eta Kappa Nu. He is associated of the disastrous dormitory fire
brary consists of about 1,800 comhour, which is just enough to with the rocket research program which took the lives of
nine
positions—full score for the concounteract gravity, might also give carried on by General Electric for students and injured many more,
ductor' and parts for every player.
information valuable to nuclear the armed foces and was chosen
The money was raised through
physicists, he said.
as '■engineer of the year for 1944" the efforts of |the Student Coun- It contains approximately eighty
He discount
al at the first postwar meeting of cil and Men's
Union on
this Percent of the works played duruse of rocket:
it Eta Kappa Nu held last year.
campus and was sent directly to ing a season; others are rented
from the publishers or from com. merical libraries.
Some of the music in the col) lection is older than the Orchestra
: itself. Nest egg was the purchase
I of the entire library of the Philadelphia Symphony Society,' an
\ amateur predecessor of the pro| fe'ssional orchestra. rBp that was
' added, by generous bequest, the
! library of the first conductor, and
j many a page is still stamped in
MARY JANE gives the telephone in her
j blue ink with "Fritz Scheel, Kai pelimeister, Hamburg-Altona." Of
house a real work-out.
course replacements and additions
But we're not worried a bit. We know
are constantly being acquired:
Mary Jane's telephone is going- to keep right
But it is not hard to see that
Jesse Taynton, the librarian, has
on delivering good service year after year.
his hands full. It is his exacting
Because the Bell System puts a lot of time,
and responsible job to keep the
thought, and testing into making telephone
scores in order, to have instantly
equipment as rugged and trouble-free as
ready what Mr. Ormandy will
want at rehearsal or concert, and
possible.
to dp, as well, the necessary
Tests are constantly under way at the
mending and considerable copyBell Telephone Laboratories. There, for
ing.example, new types of telephone instruMr. Taynton is a musician as
well as librarian, and could take
ments are put through a school of hard
his place (with reasonable notice
knocks. Dials and other parts are given
for limbering-up exercises) in the
strength and wear tests. Even the bottom
rank of the double-basses under
his old master at the Curtis Inof the telephone set has been designed
• stitute, Anton Torello.
and checked to make sure that it will not

100-Bushel Corn Club
Organised In State

Veterans Advised To Make Plans
For Changes In Summer School

nmr

IflWfi

PHI LA. ORCH.

id Elected To
P.S.JL Presidency

■-

Ohio U. Students Send
Aid Kenyon College

It serves her right!

scratch or stain furniture.
Such tests—on little things as well as on
big things—help give you the world's best
telephone service at the lowest possible
cost.

, BELL:TELEPHONE:SYSTEM

Clemsort#s FFA Has
Meeting On Campus
The Clemson Collegiate Chapter of the Future Farmers
of
America held its regular meeting at 7 p. m. Thursday night,
April 13.
The chapter had as its guests a
g-ou,1 of F. F. A. boys from the
Jordnn High School near Greer.
The boys present were Charles
Fonder,
Paul
Stokes,
Farrell
, Sloan, Robert
Lockhart,
Boyt
Odom, and Mr. K. M. Watson
agricultural teacher at the high
school.
This group won the parliamen
tary procedure contest which wa:
sponsored by the Greenville Fed
eration several weeks ago. The;
gave a demonstration of parliamentary procedure,
and,
alsc
gave a report on the work the>
have done in their community.
L. W. Little and his "Clemson
Hillbillies" played several selections including the old familiar
"John Henry," i'Coming 'Round
the Mountain," and "Rag'in' On."
Don Johnston, president of the
Clemson chapter, led the. business session. The proposed honor
system was discussed, and plans
were discussed for the Oconee
Federation banquet which will be
held May 13.
' President Gordon K. Chalmers of
Kanyon College. The letter expressed the desire that the money
be used to replace books, clothing and other articles which were
destroyed in the fire.

—?£ #Z@6 fowc 4£lf£l Set^rjr
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low... calms you down when you're tense—puts
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

—mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independent tobacco experts—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Luckies regularly than the next two
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!

l:$./M.F.T-lue6f S&O&eMean* fine 7b6aeeo
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
COPH., THE AMERICAN TOIACCO COMPANY
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Comes the Revolution
The polls are closed, the votes have been counted, and
next year's senior class officers have been duly cheered and
congratulated. From hereon out, they can either produce,
or simply rest on empty laurels, as other .administrations
before them have done.
The election happened to work out so that at least one
man from each major party has a berth on the new slate of
officers. If this means that the students get the benefit of
both parlies' campaign promises, Clemson should be swept
by such breathtaking reforms that the whole melee might
possibly assume the aspects of revolution.
However, despite the fact that some planks of the two
platforms are too farfetched ever to be realized, there are
By Howell Arth
other points so pressing that necessity precludes an atdemowfPites unmistakably that these rude,
MORE ABOUT HORSES
tempt to complete them. Every student owes it to himself
Stop, reader. Go no further. No one else runic 'isfribblings go completely unheeded.
and to Clemson to see thai these promises are carried out,
not sometime next year, but as fast as the job can be done reads this column; why should you be dif- I am understandably, if not justifiably, bitter. In essaying to right a wrong, I have
ferent?
intelligently and efficiently.
'
failed;
or so it would seem.
You didn't stop; so I'll explain myself.
My
head
is bloody but unbowed. Some
Two weeks—a fortnight, or fourteen revOf Ho Use Except For a Museum
There is a faculty committee now engaged in determin- olutions of the earth on its axis—have pass- morning very early, before the earliest drill
ing the validity of various club and organization constitu- ed since I promised in this space that no unit has risen, I am going to take me from
tions. The constitution of the student body should be the more this semester should I cross Bowman my bed and, despite that protective coverone that they discard first. Amendments can't help it, be- Field en route from the Post Office to the ing, walk back and forth between the Post
cause it would take a volume of amendments ten times as Library, or vice versa. There was one stip- Office and the Library, via direct route, unulation: that I be led to believe that some til I have worn a furrow several inches
large as the constitution itself to straighten it out.
Another constitution should be the first task of our new sort of conveyance would be provided to deep. If taunted, I shall repeat the proceadministration.. Trying to shame them into doing some- connect the two buildings—in the near fu- dure again and again.
Now, don't tell me that the walk can't be
thing about it, it might be. well to state that most of Clem- ture. I didn't specify a walk, actually, albuilt
for military reasons. You know as
though
I
hinted
that
I
should
be
satisfied
son's county clubs possess better constitutions than does the
well
as
I do that the cadet corps, of which
with
one.
I
could
not
object
to
a
short
student body. As it now stands, our constitution is fit only
I
am'a
sort
of member, can cross a concrete
airplane
ride,
or,
on
damp
days,
a
brief
exfor a museum where it would be looked upon as the curious
walk
during
paraddjs just as easily as it can
cursion
aboard
a
staunch
sailing
vessel,
object it is rather than as a governing instrument.
cross
that
covering.
Besides, the savings
provided the fare were free; but the time
in
the
material
of.!
which
that covering is
will come soon when he will have to rise
It Says Here
made,
inexpensive
&s
it
is,
plus the savings
However, until a new constitution is drawn up, the stu- very early who would catch me walking
dent body is bound to conduct its business by the rules and around by way of Tillman Hall or by Traf- in labor costs, would pay for the walk withregulations of the old one. Since senior class elections, a fic Light Row. It has been made glaringly in a few years.
Nor shall I be quieted by cries that the
few people have been rightly clamoring for the Senior Coun- apparent that my clumsy feet are unwelwalk
would lessen the natural beauty of the
come
among
Clemson's
tender
blades
of
cil election to be carried out.
5
canipus.
The walks which lead from Tillgrass.
Why,
then,
is
good
behavior
not
In so doing, they have carried their cries to Frank Gilman
Hall
to Long Hall, to the Chemistry
made
more
convenient
for
me
than
it
now
lespie and his group of retiring senior class officers. Frank
Building,
and
to Riggs Hall (reading from
is?
Gilles'pie has nothing whatever to do with Senior Council
left
to
right)
beautify
the campus if anyPossibly
I
gave
the
impression
that
I
was
elections. They are the business of Dan May, Bill Deloach,
thing,
by
eliminating
unsightly
footpaths.
spoofing.
I
certainly
did
not
mean
to
do
so.
"Six" Tobin, and Jim Rice.
They
are
remarkably
convenient
and quite
It
does
seem
as
if,
had
I
been
taken
seriousOur archaic constitution states, "The seven Senior Counuseful.
They
are
quiet,
well-behaved
walks,
ly,
some
means
of
tricking
me
would
have
cil members shall be nominated Thursday of election week
seldom
causing
any
trouble
of
real
conseand shall be (voted) upon the following day. The newly- been undertaken, at least. I dislike to sugquence.
'
elected rising Senior Class officers will call the class meet- gest tactics to the enemy, but some likelyIf funds are insufficient for building this
ing and ask for nominations of candidates, and from this looking darky might have been posted to
walk
for which I am crusading, say so, and
list nominated from the floor, the fourteen getting the begin leaning on his shovel industriously
I
shall
hush. Ungeldschaft (poverty) is a
highest number of votes will be the nominees. From these whenever I should come into sight. Had
malady
with which I am conversant and tothis been done artistically enough and long
fourteen, seven will be elected the following day."
It has been said that it was impossible to follow the lime enough (until my typewriter could be wrest- ward which I am sympathetic. If called upschedule outlined in the constitution for elections. Be that ed from my deathlike grasp), I should have on to do so, I shall act as a receiving agency
as it may, all forthcoming elections are in the hands of Dan been appeased, and I probably should re- for the pennies, nickels, and dimes of little
children who feel as I do that this project
May, and it would seem that it could only be made other- main silent for eternity.
must
not fail.
The
fact
that
no
such
ruse
was
attempted
wise by a meeting of the rising senior class to draft an emergency set of rules.

of the

By BILL BERRY
Let's get this thing started off
hope, ■
with a short story I heard the It slips on down the drain.
The Pointer
other day. It is a thrilling saga
of three holes in the ground.
Well! Well! Well!
Drunk (after bumping into the
same tree three times):: "Losht,
And that is the story for this losht in an impenetrable foresht."
week; don't forget to follow this
Technology News
column for the latest thing in
short story masterpieces each
Candidate:"I have lived here
week.
all my life. In this state there
are 100 jails, and I am proud to
Papa bear: 'Who's been drink- say that I have never been in one
ing my beer?'
of them.'
Mama bear: "Who's been drinkVoice: "Which one?"
'
ing my beer?
Yellow Jacket
Baby bear: "Burp!".
j
Sewanhaka
"And now, doctor, that I have
The young lady gazed fondly told you that I intend to marry
your daughter, there's one thing
at her engagement ring.
"Is it a real diamond?" she ask- I would like to get off my chest."
"I understand my boy; what is
ed.
"If .it isn't, I got stung for a it?"
"A tatooed heart with the name
half dollar," he replied.
Cumberland Collegian 'Mable' on it."
Gamecock
My love is like a bar of soap
It's always on the wane.
Just when my heart is full of

—don't get excited; they were on
a slow boat to China.
Parts Pups
Little Johnny to his little sweetheart: "Your new doll that says
'Daddy' makes me nervous."
As the little donkey left home
to make his mark in the world his
mother tenderly said: "Goodbye,
darling. Please try to make an
ass out of yourself."
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PLATTER
CHATTER
By TED GREGORY
The Jazz At The Philharmonic
group has recently been reorganized to launch another coastto-coast tour.
It's too bad the
group has never come south. I
believe a trip through the South
would prove advantageous in
more ways than one. The new
group consists of Coleman Hawkins, Hank Jones, Fats Navarro,
Shelley Manne, Ray Brown, Flip
Phillips, Charlie Parker, Ella Fitzgerald, Machito, Tommy Turk,
and Sonny ' Criss.- The show
should give the audience a good
run for its money.
Buddy Rich has broken up his
outfit and announced that he is
quitting the band business. He
says he has no intention of reforming—either with a large crew
or a combo. He plans to be booked as a single; combining his singing, dancing, and acting with his
drumming.
Pianist Johnny Crawford, playing with Harry Robinson's crew
in Hollywood, has extra bathroom
facilities in his home. • Musicians
gathered at his home for a party
recently found this sign on the
door of the extra bathroom: "My
Wife's Other John."
Many of the jazz magazines
have a quaint , way of putting
titles on their stories. Recently
the Downbeat had a story on the
Townsmen trio playing at Buddy
Baer's restaurant in Sacramento.
To sum it all up in one title, they
labeled it: Trio At Baer's Knocked Out.
Lee Castles was playing a job
in Pennsylvania lately when the
manager of the place told him that
the last three bands who had
played at his place had played bop
and it was sensational. He told
Lee that it was necessary that
Lee's band play bop. Lee's crew
couldn't play anymore bop than
the manager could, but Lee played cagey and said he would. The
only blasting the group could do
was strickly Dixie, so they jumped on a two-beat kick. The manager said that was what he wanted. Later, at intermission, Lee
got around to the back of a table
occupied by three kids with
goatees and horn rims. One was
asking the others what Lee's band
was playing. "I don't know," replied his friend. "Must be some
new kind of bop."
All of this leads to a number of
conclusions: (1) The word "bop"
is well known; (2) The music
"bop" is not; (3) People like twobeat.

The Veteran's
Corner
Compensation and pensions in
which dependency is a factor
bring many questions from veterans. Answers are obtained from
the Veterans Administration and
published in this column as a service to our veterans.
Q. Are the widower and children of a woman veteran entitled
to pension at her death?
A. Under present laws, a widower is not entitled, but surviving
children may be entitled to pension.
Q. May pension or compensation payments, accruing to a veteran and unpaid at the time of
hit death, be awarded to the
widow, children or dependent
parents?
A. Yes, in the order named. If
it is not paid to one of these nersons, it may be payable to the person paying the expenses of the
last sickness and burial.
O. Mv son was killed in action
during World War II. Am I entitled to compensation?
A. You are entitled to compensation, provided dependency
can be shown. Dependency will
be held to exist if you do not have
sufficient income to -provide
reasonable maintenance for yourself and your family.
Q. While in the Army, I had a
dependency allowance for my
mother.
I am now attending
school under Public Law 346. Is
it necessary for me to re-establish
denendency of my mother?
A. Yes. For further details,
contact your local Veterans Administration office.
(Veterans wishing further information r ega rdi ng-'veterans
benefits may have their questions
answered by contacting the VA
Office, Room No. 8, Anderson
Building, 207 N. Main Street, Anderson, S. C.)

It's the little things in life that
bother,
And put us on the rack—■
You can sit upon a mountain,
But you can't sit on a tack.
Boston University Press My sweetie pie has gone away
And I am filled with gloom;
She said that she'd write every
A dansa
day,
A data
But she didn't say to whom. ;
Per chansa •
Legionnaire
Out Lata
A classa
If you're shedding tears over
A quizza
an old petticoat, dry 'em with a
No Passa
The couple had a baby on their
new skirt.
Gee whizza
honeymoon. Hold it! Hold it!

OSCAR SAYSthat Lewis "Snuffy" Smith tried
that Oscar doesn't see why
in vain to make out with his
home-town girls this past week- 'Stroker" West should be.
-OSCAR SAYSend. Results—negative!
that he (Oscar) hears Scott "I
-OSCAR SAYSthat "I'm hell with the women" know them" Shuler really was
Zeigler is way down on the list laying them low at W. C. U. N. C.
as far as a certain Carolina Coed during the holidays.
OSCAR SAYS
is concerned.
that "Honest John" Sprinkle- -OSCAR SAYSthat Ted Thompson has finally berg almost didn't get his slate of
started to wear the pants in his officers thru last week at the B.
S. U. election.
little love affair.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthat he wonders why "Thriller
that David Goldsmith is soon to
have the agency for Chevrolets in Sheppard spent the holidays at
Clemson.
Manning, S. C.
-OSCAR PAVSOSCAR SAYS
that Peebles is dying to see his
that he (Oscar) wonders how
W. B. "I'm 1st Lt." Britton can name in this column. Satisfied,
come in late after the holidays in "Daisy"?
OSCAR BAYS
such wee hours of the morning
that Tobin is getting his fingers
unnoticed.
in so many pies. Oscar hopes all
-OSCAR SAYSthat both Lee Puckett and his of them won't be too hot for him
date got bad cases of "P. J. glass to handle.
-OSCAR SAYSin hand" cramp at the beach this
that "Fuzzy" Falls had a long
weekend.
weekend. Hope parting won't
-OSCAR SAYS,tears.
that Pawleys was really rocking cause too many
-OSf-AR SAY8over the holidays.
that Noisy Weldon made a date
OSCAR SAYS
that Yeargin and Pace were two and then forgot the girl's name
and address.
of the big motivating forces.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthat "Colonel" Lunceford's latthat Oscar would mention Doc
Lachicotte again, bjut he's getting est conquest (Little Theatre
almost a near miss.
the b i g h e a d. (The Printer's Prexy) wasOSCAR
SAYS
Swell.)
that Oscar saw a baby picture
OSCAR SAYS
that Tony Bowman keeps blam- of our new senior class president,
ing that "darn pink eye," but Dan May, this weekend. He WAS
a sharp looker.
sometimes Oscar wonders. OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat if anybody has heard anythat "I'm God's gift to the women" Strom is taking orders for thing on one W. V. Costello, please
next year's Erskine annual. He notify the Editor of The Tiger.
says he has the agency down He's getting anxious about his star
News Editor.
there.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Oscar still can't figure why
that "Albino" Sistrunk took his Mappus recently purchased a secbaby home to meet the folks last ond hand slot machine.
weekend.
. '
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
'
that "Cotton" Richardson keeps
that "Biggie" Bat son didn't complaining about the chowmind the correlation of character hounds. Sounds like the pot callin the last column.
ing the kettle black.

Short 'n Straight
By Charlie Still, Regimental Chaplain
"After three days I will rise
again."
Spring holidays have come and
gone, and the colorful corsages
of Easter Sunday are onty foncl
memories. But what about the
message of that Easter morning?
Has it too been laid aside, like
wilted flowers?
The Easter message of course
may vary as widely as the individuals who deliver it, but its
foundation rests on the "third
day," the day in which Christ
fulfilled His promise of earlier'
times. As the different individuals who had known Him became aware of the fact that He
again, lived they no doubt
thought back to the "first day",
the day of crucifixion. They must
have remembered how helpless
Jesus appeared as He suffered
the agony of the cross, and how
the crowd taunted Kim to save
Himself. In this dark hour it
seemed that all the forces which

had most bitterly opposed Christ
were triumphant.
They had finally succeeded in
destroying this Man who had
caused them so much trouble with
His new way of life. But the
third day spelled disaster for
them; Jesus had done the absolute impossible—He had risen
from the tonib, and was appearing before the faithful followers.
And so we often find parallels
of this wonderful story in our
,own lives—we have the dark
"first days" in which all seems
lost. Things nearest our hearts
are taken from us, and things we
have given our lives to are
broken before our eyes. In such
hours we can remember the wonderful story of Easter and of the
glorious "third day," and have
assurance that we may have final
victory over all these "first days"
through Christ, who conquered
all for us on the cross at Golgotha.

By Jack Eradfield
Box 502
CLAIR DE LUNE
I was standing clone in the meadow lane,
Listening, listening.
And it seemed I heard an angel's voice,
Calling, calling.
Hid away in Heaven's snowy fold,
Glistening, glistening.
'Pon my heart each note like hoiu^-dew,
Falling, falling.
It was an angel's voice—yours;
And e'er will sing within my soul
The notes of Love's enchanted tune
The sweet and mystic 'Clair de Lune."
And e'er my thoughts return to thee
As pure and warm as the candle flame
Upon the altar where we knelt
And where we wed to ''Claire de Lune."
TONIGHT WHAT BARGAIN, DEATH?
A Stranger came unto my midnight door
And crossed unto the pallet where I lay,
His cloak as black as shadows on the floor,
His eyes two restless pools of flame at play.
His breath was foul between his slackened lips,
And frightening icy-cold to touch his hood;
The lamps grew dim like slowly sinking ships
Into the darkness gathered where he stood.
He drew a jewel from a hidden place,
A blood-red stone, hypnotic pulsing ray;
So cheap, so cheap, he whispered, take a pace
Into the dark; it's yours, cne step away.
The dawn alive with God's delicious breath
Delays the sale; tonight what bargain, Death?
J. W. B.
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Henry Tarleton, Jr., architec-^
ture junior of Union, has been
elected president of the Minarets,
honorary fraternity for architecA simplified reporting system,
ture students, for the coming year.
effective April 1, will lessen the
He succeeds Phelps Bultman, arpaper work for veterans training
chitecture senior of Sumter, to
under the "GI" Bill, their
the post.
schools and their training estabSam Snoddy, architecture junlishments, Edward B. Turner,
ior of Rockingham, N. C, is the
manager of the South Carolina
new vice president, following MilVeterans Administration Regional
ton Sailer, architecture senior of
Office, said yesterday. After April
Rock Efill.
1, the VA will no longer require
Henry N. Black, agricultural monthly progress reports for vetEmery Gunning, architectural
engineering junior of Starr, suc- engineering senior of Ruffin and ' erans in job training estaDlishceeds .himself as treasurer of the president of the Senior YMCA i ments ' and schools below the
fraternity, and Floyd Kay, archiCouncil, which
recently had j college and university level.
tectural engineering junior of
Mr. Turner said reports of con1
Charlotte, N. C, succeeds him- printed thousands of "thumb- duct and prpgress will be incorself as editor of the Minaret Bul- ers' " cards for use by Clemson porated in a report of earnings
letin, the architectural depart- students when they use other which veterans now file and win
ment's publication, which appears than paid means of getting from continue to submit to the VA
periodically during the school one town to another, left one of every four months.
year.
the cards with a driver recently. I The VA regional office, as a
William / Helms, architectural He has received the following let- result, will process tens of thousengineering junior of Molino, Fla., ter from the driver:
ands fewer forms yearly, with an
is the club's new secretary. He Mr. Henry N. Black
appreciable saving in clerical
work.
succeeds Vernon Lewis, architec- Company "M"
ture senior of SpartanbUrg.
Clemson, S. C.
Schools below college level
will, after April 1, report veterDear Mr. Black:
It was a pleasure to have you ans' progress and conduct on the
ride with me from Laurens on up VA report of earnings. There will
to Greenville last evening. I only be no change in procedure for
regret that I war, not going far- colleges, which make no report of
ther that I might have been able progress and conduct unless the
to carry you all the way. I ap- reports are unsatisfactory. The
April 21 (Thursday)
preciate your invitation to stop change does not apply to flight
8 p. m.—Open meeting of Am- by and see you if I am in that trainees and institutional on-farm
erican Association of University
It was emphasized,
ity and I shall certainly do trainees.
Women; Chemistry Lecture Room. so if the opportunity a: ir.es. '/our however, that ail schools and
Dr. Nicholas P. Mitchell, com- card was definitely something training establishments should
mentator for the Greenville News new to me and I appreciate it, continue to report promptly the
discontinuance of any veteran
and Greenville Piedmont, will very much.
speak on "International RelaWe have the story 2000 years from training.
tions." Mote change in date. old of ten men who were' healed
Mr. Turner urged that veterans
Blue Key Club Room.
of leprosy, one returned. Today forward earning reports to the
A regional oxfiee before the
8:45 p. m —Blue Key, Club the percentage is even worse and
even though it might not mean fifth day of the,month after they
Room.
more r&ftney or gain of any type, cceive their ^orms. Failure to
April 22, 23 (Friday, Saturday)
still tfsl'vlittle extra above the to so may result in delays in
Alpha Chi Sigma (chemistry) perfunctory thank you can mean subsistence checks.
so much, even in our world toThe one-page report is simple
district conclave.
day. I-f when passing through -The \,.
i Les the necesApril 23 (Saturday)
Greenville you have time to stop sary irifoi , , ,. rigns his name
3 p. m.—Track meet; Clemson by my home or office, I like
and turns the iorm over to the
vs. South Carolina.
would be very glad to see you. school or ' training establishment,
the bast and which reports conduct, attend3 p. m.—Golf meet; Clemson My hope for y
may you c i
.. r to uphold ance and progress, and, when apvs. The Citadel.
the standards of a Clemson propriate, earnings over the past
April 24 (Sunday)
Southern gentleman.
four months.
Sincerely,
2:20, 6:10 p. m.—Wesper servi(Signed) F. A. Lawton, Jr. Lawton Lumber Company of
ces; YMCA.
Mr. Lawton is part owner of Greenville.
April 25 (Monday)
5 p. m.—Calendar committee;
Registrar's office.
BIG JUNIOR-SENIOR SOON
7 p. m.—Forum Club; Physics
Building.

Veteran's Reporting System Simplified
lack Is Thanked
By lumber's Card
er-Recipien

The new officers of the Minaret fraternity are, left to right, Emery Gunning, treasurer; William
Helms, secretary; Henry Tarleton, Jr., president Sam Snoddy, vice president; Floyd Kay, Jr.,
editor of the Minaret Bulletin.

. Eight student members and one
faculty member are being initiated into Alpha Phi Omega, national honorary service fraternity.
The faculty member is Professor F. A. Burtner, associate professor of sociology.
The student members are C. R.
Bourne, arts and sciences sophomore of Georgetown; C. R.
Boyle, architecture freshman of
Columbia; Wm. H. Craven, agronomy junior of Bamberg; and R.
E. Dilfield, architecture junior
of Clemson.
Also, H. C. Merritt, Jr., architecture sophomore of Columbia;
Bill Monroe, arts and sciences
freshman of Clemson; H. W. Reid,
mechanical engineering sophomore of Piedmont; and H. H. Tarleton, Jr., architecture junior of
Union.
The pledges will go through an
informal period beginning Tuesday, April 19, and lasting through
Tuesday, April 26. They will be
subject to a one-month pledgeship, during which they will be
required to give a specified number of hours of service to Alpha
Phi Omega projects.

Limitation Of Student
Reaction Forms Urged
Warning that over-use of student reaction forms, which give
students a chance to express reaction to the instruction they receive at Western Michigan College of Education, would decrease the effectiveness, a faculty
committee recommends that reaction sheets should be used
about once every three years in
each course taught.
Dr. Leonard C. Kercher, sociology department head and chairman of the faculty committee, declares that he found the system
very effective in the years during

MEMS
SHOP
SENECA. S.C

nraeqa

Nine student members and one faculty member are being initiated into Alpha Phi Omega, national honorary service fraternity,
this week. Those pictured are, front row, left to right, C. R.
Bourne, H. W. Reid, and Wm. H. Craven; back row, left to
right, H. C. Merritt, Jr., II. H. Tarleton, Jr., and C. R. Boyle. Not
shown are Professor F. A. Burtner, R. E. Dilfield, and Bill Monroe.

That's What You Thnk

April 26 (Tuesday)
By PAUL LUNSFORD
3 p. m.—Golf meet; Clemson
vs. Furman.
The Question: Which campus ♦
8:45 p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood;
organization or organizations do
William Hasek, 3, Chem, Car- Tiger Den.
you think render the greatest ser- teret, N. J.—"Blue Key."
April 27 (Wednesday)
vice to Clemson?
Mack Lupo, 3, TE, Charlotte,
2:30 p. m.—Tennis match;
Craig Childs, 1, Arch, Colum- N. C.—"I believe Blue Key does." Clemson vs. Wofford.
bia. "Blue Key." 8 p. m.—Concert by PhiladelK. E. Lewis, 3, AH, Mullins—
phia Symphony Orchestra; Field
Philip Cason, 1, ME, Bruns- 'Blue Key, I suppose."
House. (L3st number on concert
wick, Ga.—'Tiger Brotherhood."
J. O. Whitiaw, 3, ME, N. Augus- series.) Single admission tickets
ta—"I think all of the organiza- $2.00.
which it has been in use in his
8:30-10:30 ' p. m.—Naval Redepartment. He feels that it can tions;' with the help of some of serve; chemistry lecture room.
be a success if' both the faculty ;he faculty, try to achieve some
April 28 (Thursday)
and the students are willing, tc *oal."
cooperate.
2:30 p. m.—Tennis match;
The use of student reaction , G. R. Timmerman, 3, A & S, Clemson vs. College of Charlesforms here is completely volun- Charleston—"I think Tiger Broth- ton.
tary on the part of individual in- erhood does quite a bit."
structors. New instructors and
W. H. Craven, 3, Agron, Earnfaculty members offering new
courses would especially benefit ers—"TEE TIGER, because it
.oni me program, the committee caches more people and seems
' eels.
D be more effective."
E. D. Rishcr, 2, AH, EIKngton—
Blue Key'and Strawberry Leaf."

-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
-ADMIRAL RADIOS

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

SULLIVAN

COMPANY

College
Calendar

B. K. Sutton, 3, TM, Greenville
-"I think the Senior Council
mdefs the greatest service."
George Asnip, 2, TM, Grecn:11c—"Tiger Brotherhood, Blue
lay and The Senior Council."

SPORTING
GOODS
ANDERSON, S. C.

FOR ONE
COMPLETE
MONTH
(To May 20)
m:*

One record free with every five L. P.
records purchased — May be bought

Stanley Converse, 2, TM, Sparmburg—' Senior
Council and
;lue Key."
J. D. Neighbors, 2, Hort, Beau>::i—'l think the Methodist
'hurch renders the greatest serice to the students."
Maurice Rice, 2, Dairying,
lalhwood—"Blue Key."
JEK) AJkett, 2, TM, Pendleton—
'Scabbari and Blade."

Harold Olclani, 3, ME, Ridgciru!—"The boys that put out
.'HE AGRARIAN, SLIPSTICK,
rid BOBBIN AND BEAKER.
J. L. Bozard, 3,
PrcMed,
Drangeburg—"Blue Key for their
ffort in obtaining better reiaiqnship between Clem::on a n d
jther schools.
George Eleazer, 3, TM, Colum-,
bia—"I don't think the 'Y' does.
Blue Key has accomplished ?
great deal in their campaign for
better relationships with other
schools."

singly over entire period.
Peoples Furniture
GCOD VALUES ALWAYS
J7-329 flffain St.—Phone 4G0
SENECA, S. C.

see HOKE SLOAN
DINNER JACKETS, TUXEDOS, AND ACCESSORIES

Several juniors east their ballots in the election for next year's
senior class officers, which was held Tuesday, April 12, on the
porch of the YMCA building.
Senior Council members Bill
Moore and Frank Gillespie supervise.

^v«v.^vA^^,,.^v.^v.■AVJlAr.vrt■.^^v.v.^v.^^vA^■,.^^^J|

j 3 leading questions I
£

Q. What is 'JFenway"?

;!
""
"■

A. Name of a Boston ball
park . . . also one of Arrow's
famous button-down oxfords.

i
Q. What is "Sussex"?

S

A. Name of a British county
... also Arrow's famous widespread collar oxford shirt.

i
i

I

Q. What is "Broekly"?
A. Broccoli is a vegetable...
also Broekly is Arrow's regular
collar oxford shirt.

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP
WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

Ask your Arrow dealer for Arrow Ooi^on Oxfords . . . $3.95

i

ARROW

9

*•

SHIRTS
UNDERWEAR •

and

TIES

HANDKERCHiEFS •

SPORTS SHIRTS
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Pitt University
Adopts Strict Rules

Educator Ms That
Less Emphasis Be
Placed On Grades

m
Two time losers "will be subject to expulsion from the University of PittsDurgh under the
new cheating policy -adcoted by
the Board of Deans. For the infraction of the cheating rules a
student will receive failing grades
on the assignment in which the
cheating occurs.
The second offense brings a dismissal from the University for one
semester. The student may apply
for readmission when one semester has elapsed. Cheating on
a final will result in a failure in
the course.
A disciplinary committee, composed of faculty members, has
been set up in each of the schools,
with the dean of the school acting
as chairman, to hear all cases involving cheating and related offenses. If a faculty member feels
that a student is guilty of cheating and the student denies guilt,
the faculty member must present
the case to the disciplinary committee of his school for a hearing
and final decision. In other cases
it is the duty of the individual
instructor to enforce the penalties ,and report any action taken
to the dean of the school.
When cheating penalties have i
been enforced, the school must
notify the dean of men or the
dean of women and the registrar !
(as in all cases of disciplinary
action). If a student should be
|
dismissed because of a second offense, a report of such action is
recorded on his 'permanent record i
in the registrar's office.
I
The new cheating regulations
are the results of deliberations |
of a special student-faculty committee appointed earlier to investigate the problem as applied
and suggest methods for handling the situation.

Arthur Godfrey, Chesterfield's day-time boy, ribs Perry Como,
Chesterfield's night-time boy, with a little crooning during
rehearsals for a Chesterfield Supper Club Show. Perry doesn't,
seem too impressed with "Freckle-Puss's" swoon technique, j

Si
Will Be Hard lo Find

New Device Measures
Sheet Metal Thickness
By Radio-Activity

Greenville, Pa.— (I.P.) —The
A new instrument which uses
lush days of easy employment are
over. Keen competition for the radio-activity to measure the
better jobs is now being expe- thickness of sheet materials movrienced by those seeking em- ing along a conveyor has been
ployment. A recent issue of developed by the General Electric
"The Labor Market
Today" Company, it has been revealed.
Known as-the "beta-ray thickstates: "College graduates this
3 ear will have more difficulty ness gage," the instrument Lomthan any class since 1941 in find- bards the material with "betarays." They are high-speed elecing suitable employment."
Alton G. Kloss, director
of trons which come from certain
admissions and placement at radio-active substances. Source
Thiel College, suggests that each of the rays used in the gage is
student, with the help of his or the radio-active substance "stronher adviser, make an effort to I tium-90." The instrument measelect a vocational objective be- sures the number of high-speed
fore the junior year.. Such a electrons passing through the
choice, he points out, will be fa- | sheet material being checked.
cilitated if students will make use j This measurement is translated,
Mary Baldwin Gives
of the complete occupational in- i by means of a complex electronic
formation available in a special circuit, into terms of how much
Sophomores Thorough section of the library.
I the sheets being checked by the
vary from the'desired thickEspecially
helpful
are
such
Comprehensive Test \ source materials as the Institute . gage
ness.
The gage does not come in conThe National Sophomore Test- ! for Research monographs; the
ing Program was initiated at book, "Occupational Pamphlets;" tact with the material it checks.
Mary Baldwin College for the the Occupational Index; and Hence, engineers explained, it can
first time last week. Mrs. Thomas Moody's Manual, a directory of ' be used to monitor the thickness
Corpora- I of rubber, plastics, textiles, and
H. Grafton, dean of the college, American Industrial
pointed out that the results of the tions.. All students are urged to ; paper, as well as metal, without
| damaging the sheets in any way.
tests give the student objective ■ read, "Six Ways to Get a Job."
The strontium - 90 beta - ray
evidence of her strengths and • The placement office is now
weakness in basic subject-matter helping to get the 1949 class ready source has a surface of about onefor the job market by providing half inch, and is enclosed in a
areas.
application i brass cartridge four inches long.
"With such knowledge, tie stu- credential service,
consultation,
interview | One one side of the cartridge is
dent can make more realistic edu- letter
1
cational and vocational plans," grooming,'and guidance related to i an opening through which the
she declared. According to the overall job getting strategy. Re- | rays pass. The cartridge wall is
thick enough to stop the radiation,
announcement, the recommended
tests cover general culture back- ing of contemporary affairs, and and the opening can be closed
English expression and reading ; when the instrument is not in use,
ground.
The general culture test is a comprehension. In the contemcomprehensive examination which porary affairs test the student's gardless of all these aids, the
provides a profile of the student's understanding of recent social, I placement office, it is stressed
knowledge of current social prob- scientific and cultural develop- here, does not provide a "spoon
lems, historical and social studies, ment, and the extent to which l fed" service. Only those gradliterature, science, fine arts, and she makes critical observations I uates who supply initiative and
about developments in contem- ; drive themselves can hope to
mathematics.
The tests also cover understand- porary civilization is measured. , benefit from its assistance.

De-emphasizing of grades in
American education and re-emphasizing "overall achievement"
were advocated by Dr. Edwin
S. Burdell, director of The Cooper Union, in his Annual Report
just issued.
"The only valid educational
philosophy -for the 20th century,"
Dr. Burdell said, is based on an
awareness "that a college education is not set up to teach subject matter but to teach students.
It is my hope that the day may
come in American education when
less attention will be given to
grades in subject matter courses
and when academic progress will
be recorded in.terms of over-all
achievements.
"It seems to me that in the
long run we will know more
about a student's real promise as an engineer if, after
four semesters of basic courses in physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and humanities,
he is given a comprehensive
examination of a problemsolving type," Dr. Burdell
wrote.
"He will then demonstrate not
how sharp a memory he has, but
how keen and resourceful and
ingenious he is in bringing together all the theory and facts to
which he has been exposed to
bear on solving a reasonable
problem involving all of these
elements."
At the end of the student's junior year, Dr. Burdell advocated
he should be given another problem-solving type of examination.
And finally, the student's graduation "should depend upon
whether or not he can solve at
the close of his senior year a variety of problems which he is
most likely to be -called upon to
solve during his early years ■ of
practice.
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Basebaliers Beat Furmaii
To Break Losing Streak
frank Gillespie Hits Two Homers In Win;
Deanhardl Stars As Tigs Sink Purples
Clemson Linksmen

Clemson's golfing ''Tigers lost
their second match \Qi the year
April 7 in ColumbiaM when they
dropped a 17-10 decision to South
Carolina's linksmen. Wake Forest
had previously been the only golfers to win over the Bengals.
In the feature match of the day,
Dave Smith, number one man for
the Columbia boys, trounced
Clemson's Billy Delk 3 to 0. Smith,
one of the most outstanding
golfers in the Carolina's, shot
brilliant golf in earning his victory over Delk.
Donnie McKinney, who played
in the number two spot for the
Tigs split with Gamecock Dial
1 1-2 to 1 1-2. Smith and Dial
together whitewashed Delk and
McKinney 3 to 0.
Stan Halliday lost to the Bird's
Thoren 3 to 0 in the next match
to continue Carolina's supremecy.
However, Tig John Rees then
came along and trounced Clemmons 2 1-2 to 1-2. Holliday and
Rees lost to Thoren and Clemmons
2 1-2 to 1-2.
The fifth man on the squad,
Skip Alexander won the most desive victory of the day when he
blasted Carolina's Jeter, 3 to 0.
The Gamecocks got back in the
next match when their sixth golfer William blanked Joe Chapman
3' to 0. Alexander and Chapman
defeated Jeter and Williams 2 1-2
to 1-2.
Thoren of Carolina and Rees of
Clemson captured low scoring
so that persons handling it are honors of the day with a 73 and
in no danger. Beta-rays have a 75 respectively.
very low penetration, compared
with x rays for instance, and the
radiation from the strontium-90
is slight, hence operators qf the
new device are easily protected,
the engineers said.
DONTGOTO VA FOR YOUR Gt*N
The thickness gage is capable
lOAN,SEE YOUR LENDER INSTEAD
of checking metal strips moving
... VA DOES NOT MAKE LOANS
along conveyors from a rolling
BUT DOES GUARANTEE A PART
mill as fast as 1,000 feet per
OF THE LOAN YOU GET
minute, and is said to be accurate
to within two per cent.
The detector for the rays passing through the material is qalled
an "ionization chamber," i and
works on the same principle as
certain types of radiation detectors used by the Armed Forces in
checking the radio-activity of
the Bikini atom bomb target ships
Because of the low >pentration
of beta-rays, the G-E gage it
limited to use on thin sheets, no
thicker than l-50th of an inch of
M-157
steel, and l-l-3th of an inch for
For full information contact y^r.r nearest
aluminum.
VETERANS ADMINISTBATIO/ office

Coach Walter Cox's Clemson
nine broke the pitching jinx that
has held the Tigers in check the
last four games and came through
Tuesday afternoon, here at Tigertown, to trounce the Furman
Purple Hurricane 9 to 6 before
an overflow crowd.
Third baseman Frank Gillespie
continued to lead the hitting parade as the husky West Virginian
lashed two circuit blows that accounted for four Bengal tallies.
Although Tom Castles had a weak
day at the plate, Angley and Luke
Deanhardt provided several extra base knocks for the victorious
Tigers.
"Birddog" Hughes, scattered
eight Furman blows as he earned
his second win ofthe season.
Hughes whiffed four Hurricane
batters as he went the entire
route.
Clemson counted in the initial
frame as power hitter Gillespie
poled one over the left wall with
a mate aboard. The Tigers failed
to count again until the lucky
seventh inning.
Furman bunched together two
hits in the third for their first
run. Another tally in the fourth
tied the score. The Purples tallied again in the sixth, when the
three more hits netted two more
runs.
The Tigers got hot in the
seventh and eighth innings as
timely hitting by Mathews, Culberson, Deanhardt, Angley, Aughtry, and Gillespie brought in the
winning scores.
Lineups:
Clemson
ab
Mathews, cf _.. _'_ _... 5
Culberson, ss
.... 5
Deanhardt, lb
. .... 5
Gillespie, 3b _._; _ .... 3'
Castles, If
.... 5
Angley, rf
.... 4
Aughtry, 2b ;_■_ _i .... 3
Moore, c
: _ . .... 3
Kr.gb.es, p ._ _ .... -..•4

r
1
1
2
4
0
1
1
1
0

h
1
2
3
3
0
2
2
0
1

a
0
5
0
3
0
0
3
0
1

Totals
37
Furman
at
Kerr, lb .... ■_
.... 5
McDowell, If
.... 5
Sheldon, 2b .._ ..„ .... 2
4
Barnett, 3b
Phillips, c
.... 3
Davis, rf
.... 4
.... 4
Metcalfe, cf
Kneece, ss
.... 4
Chandler, p
.... 3
O'Shields, p
.... 1

9 14
r h
0 1
1 1
1 0
2 1
1 2
0 1.
0 1
0 1
1 0
0 0

12
a
0
0
7
1
0
0
0
2
1
0

Totals

0

VicVfe-ripyi

V,

35

8 11

AMM0D1NT

High Scoring Contest1 Sesge Club Sponsoring
Tennis Tourney For
Ends In Tiger Loss
Clemson's twenty-three hits and Studes, Campus Folk

eighteen runs were not enough to
curb the slugging Wofford Terriers Monday afternoon. The
Tigers "opened against the visiting Terrier team in good fashion,
scoring nine of their eighteen
runs in the/ first inning. It was
strictly a battle of sluggers all
the way. The versatile Frank
Gillespie, making his first appearance as a pitcher, along with
Berry and Hughes gave up 18 hits
to Wofford, while Clemson sluggers tagged three Terrier hurlers
for twenty-three hits.
Catcher Gene Moore paced the
Tigers at the plate. Moore rapped out four hits for six trips to
bat. Gene Aughtry, Tom Castles,
and Ken Culberson each had three
hits, an even average of .500 for
the afternoon..
The Tigers didn't stop after
their big first inning. In the
second frame, the margin was
even wider. Wofford seemed to
get her second wind in the third
inning and began to come up. By
the time the seventh inning
stretch was over, the Terriers had
taken -charge of the game. The
final count was 20-18 in favor of
Wofford.
The line-ups:
Clemson
Wofford
Mathews, cf
McEntyre, ss
Culberson, ss
Propst 3b
Deanhardt, lb
Casey, 3b
Gillespie, 3b, p
A. Clarke, rf
Castles, If
Scott, If
Angley, rf
Mullinax, cf
Aughtry, 2b
P. Clark, 2b
Moore, c
Taylor, lb
Berry, p
Mabry, c
McKay, 3b
Harvey, p
Hughes, p
' Cannon, p

The Sage Club of Clemson id
sponsoring a tennis tournament
for the faculty, military staff]
and townspeople of Clemson]
Anyone wishing to participate 'ir
the event—either singles ori
doubles—must sign his name on]
the list which is posted on the
front porch of the YMCA or contact Fred Mclntosh, Ernest Lan-'
der, or Gilbert Miller. Drawings will be made Saturday afternoon, April 23, and will be
posted by four o'clock on that dayj
Time limits for each will be
established in order to insure
completion of the tourney by the
end of the current semester. Those
who expect to enter the contfeslj
are asked by officials of the clur.
to contact his opponent and plaj
the scheduled match as soon as
possible after the drawings are!
made. No entry fee will be
charged.

Tigers Swamped By
P. C. In Slugfest
Clemson shortstop Ken Culber-I
son got three hits for four tripJ
to the plate to pace the Tigers ill
their second game with the Blud
Hose from Presbyterian College!
His efforts were not enough, how-T
ever, to keep the Blue Hose base-l
bailers from avenging an earliej
i loss to the Tigers.
Culberson started the scoring
off with a bang for the Tigerl
with a four-sacker in the first ianl
ing. P. C. hit their stride afte|
that and left the luckless Bengal|
behind in a cloud of smoke. P.
hitters collected 27 safeties of
three Clemson hurlers.

now at
half
price i

The New
Ammoniated
Tooth Powder

59c

"Flying Tiger" x Gillespie was a split second too late as the Terrier hot corner man puts the bal 1 on him. Wofford won the slugfest, 20-18.
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MOPSY byGLADYS PARKER

for all
occasions

TUSSY

CREAM DEODORANT

CANDIES

DARN f.f / NOW 1 KNOW WHO FOUND MY
BOOK OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS/

WHITMAN
TUSSY —
CREAM DEODORANT

with
Push-Pak

NUNNALLYS
. NORRIS

Blades

HOLLINGSWORTH

1
1
<5>

l1
S3

£s3

8

value 98c
S3
This delightful deodorant keeps you dainty and sweet
at once! Banishes perspiration odor, checks perspira-

RAZOR BLADES

tion moisture. Gives longer lasting protection, is extra

SHAVING CREAMS
SHAVING
LOTIONS

gentle to skin and clothing. Deliciously fragrant—stays

TOOTH BRUSHES
TOOTH PASTE

creamy-smooth down to the bottom of the jar. Get jars
and jars of Tussy Cream Deodorant at half'price—now!

TOOTH POWDERS

L C. Martin Drug Compan'
QUIRE
{Released by The Associated- Neasyap:

Copyii,

"Okay. Cut 'er hard"

f\ S. McCollum, Owner
*
Clemson, S. C.
II
'The Official College Book Store'
##■
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Clemson Track Team Swamps Wofford Cindermen
'Tiger Ciitdermen Run Away With Wofford; *
Calverl, Dofforf Star In 109 To 32 Win

Dy DICK DOWIS

i

With Jack Cribb
For a team boasting some great hitters, Clemson's baseball nine has one of the poorest records anywhere around
tins part of the country. The Tigers have scored 48 times
in their last four games, but have won only one of them,
that being a 9-6 victory over Furman here Tuesday. When
a team tallies sixteen runs against Duke, thirteen against
Florida, eighteen against Wofford, and still loses all of these
games, it's a sad story.
UNFORTUNATE SITUATION
And it is a sad story. It's the opinion of this writer
that if Clemson had two good hurlers, we'd beat anything in
the country. That isn't a baseless opinion, either, because
when you've got terrific sluggers like Frank Gillespie, Luke
Deanhardt, and Tom Castles on your side, you can be sure
that plenty of runs will cross the plate. With these three as
a nucleus,. Walter Cox has a powerful aggregation for there
is not a man on the Tiger team that isn't dangerous at the
plate. Gene Aughtry, Gene Moore, Ken Culberson, Ray
Mathews, and Dan Stroud all know how to handle themselves at ihe platter. All togetber, they have a terrific punch
against which very few pitchers will go nine innings this
year.
ABOUT THE FIELDING
In spite of the several errors made by the Bengals this
season, it's a fast and usually alert group of boys that take
the field when the opposition is at bat. The infield is especially speedy and they've come up with many a fielding
gem. Second baseman Gene Aughtry, who handles his
spectacular fielding, is one of the smoothest fielders ever
to perform here at Tigertown. He makes hard play look
easy, and easy plays look simple. Gene deserves a pat on
the, head for his superb fielding and fine hitting this season.
The other side of second base, the shortstop post, veteran Ken Culberson is again displaying the form that earned
him a first string berth on '48 Tiger nine. Besides being a
capable hitter, Culberson handles difficult chances with ease.
Frank Gillespie, who has recently been switched to third
base, is such a star with the willow that his fielding abilities
have been overlooked. Frank has been changed around so
much that he hardly gets a chance to get used to one position. But you'd never know it to see him charge in from
his hot corner and eat. the grounders up like a machine.
Rounding out the infield is Luke Deanhardt, who like Gillespie has been switched from pillar to post and is doing a
commendable job, Luke is more dangerous with a bat in
his band but is turning into a good first sacker and can
really stretch for any throws that might not be straight.
In the outfield, Tom Castles, a member of Clemson's
Southern Conference champions of two years ago, is quickly showing Bengal fans why he was a member of that starstudded nine. Castles is as fast as greased lightning and
covers the left portion of the outer garden as if his name was
Di.Maggio. For his company in the field, Castles lias foolhall star Bay Mathews, and Angley who just broke into
the limelight against Furman. After being held from the
starting lineup by an ankle injury. Mathews is now playing
She bland of ball that earned him an all-state position last
year. Angley came into his own Tuesday against Furman
by performing in a brilliant manner. He will undoubtedly
lift Tiger chances for victory in games to come.
CINDERMAN WIN
"Rock" Norman's track team won their second straight
meet Thursday by smothering Wofford's cindermen. The
Tig tracksters didn't have a chance to practice last week because of heavy rains, hut it didn't hold them back as they
took all but two first places and most of the second honors.
Jack Calvert of football fame and '-Babbit" Doffert tied for
high scoring laurels by registering ten points apiece. Calvert won the 100 yard and 220 yard dashes while Doffert
came in first in the 120 high hurdles and 220 low hurdles
event. George Facchin also looked good for the Bengal
trackmen placing second ni the shot put.
Clemson will face rugged opposition Saturday in the
form of South Carolina cinder team. The Birds, while they
don't have a terrific cinder squad, won some good runners,
far better than anything the Xormanmen have run so far.
It'll he an interesting affair and well worth the time of any
Tiger supporter who wanders out to Biggs Field Saturday.
INADEQUATE SEATING
This writer hasn't been to a single baseball game this
season when the stands weren't jammed to capacity and the
fans overflowing on the baselines. The inadequate seating arrangement keeps many people from attending the tilts
and makes many more wish that they hadn't come in the
firs* place. This ought to be corrected for although Clemson hasn't won too -many ball games this year, they do play
a type of baseball that appeals to the fans. There's no telling how many people would attend our games if they could
be sure of a decent seat without having to go an hour beforehand. Maybe the students don't mind sitting on the
ground and craning their necks, but there are other people
who like, to see a college baseball game.
PHILIP MORRIS CONTEST STILL NEEDS WINNERS
There were no winners to the last Philip Morris contest
because the second gam was called off, but that makes the
prize even better this week.
All you do is pick the winner and the total score for
each of the following contests. Come on, men. there are
eight cartons of Philip Morris at stake. If there are more
than eight winners they will be divided evenly among the
winners. All entries must be in by one o'clock, Friday,
(Continued on Page 8)

Jackie Calvert and "Rabbit"
Dofforf scored ten points each
last Thursday afternoon as the
Clemson track* team crushed
Wofford, 100-32. Calvert won the
100 and 220 yard dashes, and Doffort broke the tape in the highlow hurdle event to tie for the
individual scoring honors of the
Mr. Walt Tilley announced that
meet. Clemson trackmen placed
first in all the three of the six- thf membership drive for new
teen events of the afternoon.
Iptay members is still in full
The leading men for the Terriers were Dave Rice and Doug swing and anyone wishing to join
Loveday. Loveday placed first in Iptay should do so as soon as
the javelin throw and Rice was possible.
Coach Howard has left for
among the leaders in three events.
Each man scored five points for Charleston where he is showing
the losers.
the Gator Bowl film to .service
Wofford's mile relay team, comclubs in Charleston; from there
posed of Rochester, Ballew, Tayhe
will go to Savannah where he
lor and Shoenfelt nosed out the
Clemson team which was made up will show the film to the Clemof Yarborough, Wham, McKay, son Alumni Club of Savannah.
A good many seniors up here at
and Mooney.
school have been joining Iptay,
The summary:
One mile—Jackson (C), Rayle, and Mr. Tilley asks that any
(C), Cason, (C). Time—4:56.3 others wishing to join hurry and
440 yard—Thompson (C), Tay- get their applications in as soon
lor (W), Mooney (C). Time—53 as they can. He was very pleased
with the great number of seniors
sec.
100 yard dash—Calvert, (C), who had joined, and hopes that
Whitmire (C), Rice (W). Time— many more will join the organization in the coming months, as
10.3 sec.
120 yard high hurdle—Doffort they greatly contribute to the
(C) Williams (C), Ballew, (W). school's progress.
The Anderson Quarterback
Time—16.6 sec.
880 . yard run—Pulkinen (C), Club was shown the Gator Bowl
Rushton (C), Hoffman (C). Time film, April 11 at a fish fry at the
Pelican Club in Anderson. There
—2:3.5.
220 dash—Calvert (C), Rice were about 100 people present.
About 75 people attended the
(W), Hudson, (C). Time—23.1
Gator Bowl film when it was
sec.
2 mile—Hardwich (C), White- shown over in Greenville April
ner (W), Boyd (C). Time—11:12. 12 to the Paint and Varnish Club
220 low hurdles—Doffort (C), of Greenville. Next the film was
Woodham (W), Rice (W). 26 sec. shown in Greer, S. C, on April
High jump—Williams (C), Bal 14, and. all Clemson men were inlew (W), Frazer (C), Whitaker, j vited to attend. The next day it
(W), Brannen (C), Earle (C). was shown twice on the campus
to the Waterworks Convention
(five way tie) 5'9".
Pole vault—Brown (C), Bren- and the Southeastern section of
the Physical Society of America.
nen (C), Earl (C). 11'8".
It will also be shown to the
Shot put—Holshouser (C), Facchin (C), Hudson (C). 45' 4 1-2". Quarterback Club of Greenwood,
Javelin—Loveday (W), Kivett S. C, on April 25.
Mr. Tilley has asked that every(C), Clark (C). 167'3".
Discus—Hudson (C), Facchin one be reminded of the importance of Iptay and to try to in(C), Graham (C). 120'.
Broad jump — Cureton (C), crease membership whenever and
Harrison (W), Cloud (C). 20'2". wherever possible. He said application blanks are at the field
house for anyone who wishes to
pick them up to take home on
Base bailers Lose To
week-ends.

IPTAY
News

Florida University
A triple by Dick Hendley in th
eighth inning with the bases load'
ed accounted for three of the
Tigers' seven runs, but that was
not enough
to curb the powerful
'
6
The seemingly unlucky Tiger
University of Florida Gators. It netters took another trouncing on
was the second straight win by the courts Tuesday as Furman
the Floridans over the Tigers. This \ University bested them 6 to 1.
time the loss was by a count of
The results:
9-7.
McMahon (F) defeated, Merritt
Berry pitched a fine game for 6-2, 6-3. Clemson, giving up only nine hits.; Lowman (F) defeatec. McMillan
The Tigs scored 12 hits off the! 6-3, 6-1.
undefeated Gator hurler, Monts- j Law (F) defeated Littlejohn
deoca. Hendley was the big; 6-2, 6-2.
man for Clemson at the plate
Leslie (F) defeated Calvert 6-0,
with a count of one for one. The 6-4.
remainder of the Clemson hits
LeGrand (C) defeated Cumwere scattered effectively over the mings 6-1, 8-6.
line-up by the fireballer MontsMcMahon-Loman (F) depeated
deoca.
: McMillan-LeGrand 6-0, 6-2.
Law-Leslie (F) defeated LittleThe line-ups:
Florida ' john-Calvert 6-2, 3-6, 6-3.
Clemson
L. Garcia, ss
Cox, If
Walker, c
-;
Angley, If
Culberson, ss
BerquS, rf Gators Edge Tigers
Deanhardt, lb
Gillespie, 3b
Hynes, rf ^Extra Inning
a Tilt
Ledoux If
Castles 3b
Long, 3b
Aughtry 2b
Bjg Luke Deanhardt hit out j
.Pace, 2b 0f the new park in the first inning
Mathews, rf
Brown, lb to open the Tiger scoring and to '
Berry, p
Montsdeoca, p become the first hitter to clout
Hendley, c
Adams, p -a fourmaster in the new Univer- |
Kea, p
sity of Florida baseball 'park as
the Tigers lost their second game \
to the Gators, 14-13. Deanhardt^
shared the hitting honors with his!
teammate, Angley with three hits j
for five tries at bat.
The game was a long drawn-out;
affair, lasting three full hours be- |
Victory number four was rung fore going into the tenth inning.!
up by Clemson's linksters April In the last half of the tenth, the
8 in Charleston when they score was tied up at 13-13. Florida j
swamped Citadel's Bulldogs, slugger Roy Poole ended the long
13 1-2-4 1-2. Before this match, game with a sharp clean single to |
right-center field. The field count:
the linksmen held two victories was 14-13 with the Gators on the'
over Newberry and one win over big end.
Clemson batters chalked up
Wofford.
Cita'del Inman edged out Stan seventeen hits off the two Florida
pitchers, while the Gator batmen
Halliday 2 to 1 in the main match
only got thirteen. The Tigers
of the day. Billy Delk more than used three hurlers—Joyce, Stroud,
evened matters up by swamping and Hughes. Relief man Hardin
the Bulldog's number two man Joyce, who was credited with the
Wiggings 3 to 0. Halliday and loss helped the team with one hit
Delk lost to Inman and Wiggins, for two trips to bat. His one hit
was a triple which ended in one
2 to 1.
of the Tiger runs. No Tiger batDonnie McKinney, playing in ter got over one hit.
The line-ups:
the number three shot for the
Florida
Tigers won over Vann 2 1-2 to 1-2 Clemson
L. Garcia, ss
Mathews,
rf
and John Rees battered Citadel's
Poole,c
| Culberson, ss
Walker 3 to 0. McKinney and , Gillespie, 3b
R. Garcia, cf
Rees blasted Varn and Walker 3 ■ Castles, cf
Rushing, cf
j Angley, If
Berquist, rf
to 0.
Long, 3b
Walker Inman of the Citadel Aughtry, 2b
i Hendley, c
. Pace, 2b
and John Rees of Clemson were
Hughes, p
Brown, lb
low for the day. Inman had a 73 Stroud, p
Games, p
and Rees fired a 74.
i Kea, p
Adams, p

Racketeers Lose
As Furman Annexes

Luke Deanhardt, Tiger first sacker, clouts one for the circuit in
the Duke g&jne played a few weeks bzek. The Tigers won the
contest, 13-3.

Bob "Bird Dog" Hughes, star southpaw ;;urler, is currently leading the Tiger moundsmen wi^h three victories.
"Bird Dog"
set the Furman Hurricanes down Tuesday, 7-6.

Competition in the intramural
: 11 tb^rnament is growing
keener every day. With only
-,two more weeks left in the "penrace." ipva teams boast perfect records. The Softball teams
are divided into four divisions.
In group one, B Company is the
pace setter, with Companies I L,
A, F, and D following up in that
.order. Company B is undefeated, but I Company is close on
their trail and should furnish
some rough competition for the
rtootball boys in the remaining
games of the season.
In group two the rivalry is just
as keen. Company K is leading
the pack with E Company very
hot on their heels and Companies
G. H, M, C, and Band are following and are definitely in the
race.
The Facility members' team is
well ahead in the third group,
i The vets from Barracks Seven
hold the second place slot. The
Spartans, Barracks Eight, the
Sharecroppers, and the Lucky
Catchers are holding their own
in the lower ivnks of the group.
The C'emsonians, the Misfits,
Barracks Five, the Nueps, the
Military Department, Barracks
Ten, and Barracks Two are the
leaders of the fourth group. The
Clemsonians are undefeated so
far and are showing some fine
stuff in every game.
At the end of two more weeks
of play, the regular season for intra-murai Softball will draw to a
close. At that time, the winners
of the first two groups will play
for the championship of the two
in the "Little World Series." At
the same time, the champs of
groups three and four will play
off to determine the leaders of
those groups. Then the big game
of the year will come off.
The
winning teams of each of the
"Little World Series" events in
the "Big World Series". The
team that comes out on top of this
duel will be proclaimed the undisputed champions of intramural Softball at Clemson. And believe me, the winners out of all

that will well deserve any honor
they may receive.
WITH SPRING COMES GOLF.
And as far as golf at Clemson is
concerned, Infra-mural Athletic
Director J. R. Cooper has a big
tournament planned for golf enthusiasts who, for one reason or
another, are unable to participate
in the varsity edition of the link
sport. The said golf tourney will
begin on Monday, April 25. Mr.
Cooper has requested that all
players who wish to play have
their qualifying scores in by April
22. That's tomorrow, so be sure
and get those scores in if you expect to be the next intramural
golf champ at Clemson!
SPRING IS ALSO THE TIME
of the year when the racketeers
go to work—not the kind of
racketeers who rob banks and
things, but the kind who love a
good fast game of tennis in the
open air under the warm sun.
Tennis, too, has its place among
the intramural sports at Clemson.
The tennis tournament will get
underway on April 25—next Monday. Drawings will be made and
posted on the porch of the YMCA
by Monday afternoon at 4:00 p.
m., so that everyone will know
his opponent in time for the afternoon matches. The tennis tournament will include doubles matches
as well as singles so that there
are two chances for an individual
to win honors in the net sport.
GETTING BACK TO GOLF . . .
the winners of the golf tournament will be awarded a certificate
and a gold medal by the National
Golf Foundation which will signify a winner in intramural college golf. The golf winners will
also receive the Clemson Intramural Key.
The Intramural Key is a classy
gold key charm which is annually
awarded to the champions of all
intramural sports. The keys will
be awarded after the close of the
current Softball, tennis, and golf
tournaments. The entire team of
the champs of football, basketball
and Softball as well as the winners
in golf and tennis.
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LIFTS LAGR/TO btYMPfAtf —
kJ&tfJVJVrVEUGHTS WITH A CINEMATIC HOUR!/
/COME ON, LARRY/ YOU HAVE TO BE
f PHOTOGRAPHED. YOU'RE PICKED TO,
I ESCORT DOLLY DARE, THE HOLLY
\ WOOD HETAIRA, OUR CHOSEN
^ PROM-QUEEN

T

EASY THERE, APOLLO/ THE
TRAIN TRIP BORED ME AN
I SMOKED TOO MUCH
APT TO BITE

Bengal Golfers Win
Over The Citadel

LARRY, YOU'VE 60T TOP
BOX-OFFICE APPEAL ~
FOR LITTLE DOLLY-?U
LETS SIT OUT THE /1J4
N EXT CHORUS ANL.
ENJOY PHIUP
^>|

HOW CAN A GAL BE AS
INCANDESCENT AS YOU AND
YET SO COOLLY INTELLIGENT?/

Meres tie Atota/-h Cmpkfe Oar75/e> — _

Use These Words With Tongue In Cheek!
(Plan to use ONE every week!)
CHIAROSCURO (ke'e-ar-o-skoo-ro) — A poftern
of light and shade.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER-(to be whispered, never
pronounced). That stale, smoked-out taste, that
tight, dry feeling in your throat due to smoking.
CINEMATIC HOURI (oo-ree) - In short, a beauteous film star.
HETAIRA (het-air-ah) — A play-girl (antient
Greek type).
INCANDESCENT (in-ean-dess-errt) — Glowing.
PEDICULOUS (ped-ik'-u-Ius) — Bug-infested.
PYTHIAN (pitrf-e-an) — Devoted; from Pythiflf,
that famous friend.
SARTORIAL (sar-tor-yal) - As of a snappy set
of threads.
TRINITROTOLUOL (try-ni-tro-tol-u-ol). T.N.T.
VELLEITY (vel-lofy-'t-ee)—A slight nebulous wisri.

Behind our playful plot, our intentions are serious: we want
you to discover for yourself the welcome DIFFERENCE in
cigarettes' that PHILIP MORRIS can bring you.
Established PROOF
detailed here-but
-will be especially
. FREE, by writing

of that" difference is too extensive to be
pre-medical and chemistry students, who
interested can get it in published form
our Research Dept., Philip Morris Co., j '

v.119 Fifth Ave., N.Y. .

CALL

*sS>

W*a
INC. $m<:>
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AFTER several earlier
ventures failed, textile
manufacturing was successfully launched in the South
between 1810 and 1830 by
Michael Schenck near Lincolnton, N.C. and by Joel
Battle at Eocky Mount, N.C.
The Rocky Mount mill is
still operating today and
vies with the Wm. Whitaker
& Sons mill at Philadelphia
(founded 1813) for the title
of the oldest mill in the
country owned and operated
on the same premises by the
same family.

By ANDREW L. PETERSEN

No. 8 of a Series

THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES

EQUIPMENT Of THE. LINCOLN COTTOJ
FACIORV WAS WAULED OVEELAND ftfOM
PHILADELPHIA TO UNCOLNrON.S-C.

A PHILADELPHIA COTTON MIU.8UILT IN 1813. IS STlLt
OPERATED ON THE 5AME WEMKES BY DKCENDttite OF ITS FOUNDER. WlLLIAM WHlTA^ee.

TIC ROCK RDONOATiONS OF THE FI85T POCKY
MOOMT M0.1S JTAND AS OEM 10PAV AS WHEN
-THEY WERE LAID IM I8IT

fHE UNCOLNIbN MILL, HQWEVER.WM 01KNED
DUeiNG THE mi BETWEEN THE STATES.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page 7)

News from The Textile School

April 22, 19-19. In case there are not any winners there will
winner is to be selected by the be four cartons awarded to the men who pick the winners
By Bob Rice
The School of Textiles of Clem- college on the basis of both high and ccrae closest to the correct total score.

son. A & M College has been
granted, a Textron Scholarship to
assist in covering school expenses, during the senior year, of an
outstanding junior student of the
School of Textiles, Dean Hugh
M. Brown of Clemson announced
this week. The award of $500
for the 1949-'50 term will be
made on Honors Day this year.
The Textron Scholarship is part
of a plan conceived by. Royal S.
Little, president of Textron, Incorporated, to further the efforts
of deserving textile students. The

academic achievement and outstanding leadership qualifications
for future applications to the
textile field.
Mr. Little believes that industry should assist talented young
people, in order to help develop
the tremendous human resources
in this country for progress in all
fields. In line with this objective the recipient of the Textron
Scholarship will be perfectly free
to choose his field of endeavor after graduation and is not obligated to the Textron Corporation
in any way.

Civil Service Exam
For Indian Teacher
Or Advisor Announced

There is too much feather-bed
living in this world. There are
too many hunting for soft jobs,
soft seats, soft problems and an
all-round soft existence. That
isn't life! Life is best when it is
difficult. Then it is that a man
is put to his mettle, tried in the
fire, and all the alloy in his makeup burned up, so that he stands
before the world in his completeness as a man." —George Matthew
Adams

Papa glared sternly at his young
son, "Anotner bite like that,
young man," he said, "and you'll
leave the table."
Sonny looked up.
"Another
bite like that," he agreed, "and
I'll be finished."

CLASSIFIED

NIMMONS & FIELD CO.
A Complete General Merchandise Stor<
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.

Phone 630
*

*7^e 1R<zf -Ste

The U. S. Civil Service Commission has announced an examination for Teacher and Teacher-Advisor, from which positions in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Denartment of the Interior, will be filled.
The positions are located in various sections of the country where
Indian schools are situated.
Salaries-for teacher positions
range from $2,498 to. $3,351 a year,
and the salaries for teacher-advisor positions are $2,724 to $2,927 a year. No written test is required of competitors for these
positions. To qualify, they must
have had appropriate college education or education and teaching
experience. At least one year of
experience of 15 semester hours
of study must have been completed within the 10 years immediately preceding the date of
application. The maximum age
limit for the examination is 50
years. Detailed information about
these requirements and other
matters of interest is given in the
examination announcement.
Interested persons may obtain
information and application forms
at most first and second class post
offices, from- ciyil-service regional
offices, or by writing direct to the
TJ S Civil Service Commission,
Washington 25, D. C. Applications for the Teacher and Teacher-Advisor examination are to be
sent to the civil-service regional
office having jurisdiction over the
area in which the applicant wishes
to work. (These areas and the
addresses of the regional offices
are given in the announcement.)
Applications will be accepted until further notice; however, persons who wish to receive early
consideration should have their
applications on file not later than
April 26, 1949.

Foreman (to son of workman
who had met with an accident):
"When will your dad be ready for
work again?"
Boy: "Can't say for certain, but
it will be a long time."
Foreman: "What makes you
think that?"
Boy: "Compensation's set in!"

April 22—
Total score
CLEMSON (

)

:...I

'.

CITADEL (

)

CITADEL (

)

April 23—

Peace is top-level thinking,
feeling, acting. It is rising above
tanks, planes and atom bombs as
a way of settling disputes.—-The
Silver Lining

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
FRIDAY.-SAT., APRIL 22, 23
rr

ly Dream Is
rr

*

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

BYERS ITEM'S SHOP
120 North Main Street

Andersen, S. C.

TUXEDOS FOR RENT

with Doris Day

CHARLIE'S
STEAK
HOUSE

VISIT

aferday Only

COAT — TROUSERS — SHIRTS — STUDS
CUFF LINKS — SUSPENDERS — TIE
This complete outfit will save you money. Come in
to see us and be prepared for Junior-Senior.

One ;;,?iow, 7:45 p. m.
CASH PRIZE NOW

Total score
CLEMSON (

) _1

--

Fins Valuable Prizes from
ysmr Iceal merchants.
MON.-TUES., APRIL 25, 26

DAVENPORT'S

"icier Is a

SN TOW5J

DEPENDABLE SERVICE

Clemson men are
with Loretta Young,
Van Johnson

always welcome at

Delicious Meals

one of the South.'s
finest university
shops. Come in

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

Specializing in
STEAKS
E. Coffee St

Greenville

WED.-THURS., APRIL 27, 28

"Family

rr

with Fred MacMurray
Claudette Colbert

For Your

DODGE . . . PLYMOUTH
Dodge "Job Rated" Trucks

WELBORN MOTOR CO.
Phone 1568

Anderson

to shop or just to
look around

WHEN IN GREENVILLE
Visit

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main St.

Sam's Lunch

Greenville

109 College Street

MAKE YOURS THE MILDER CIGARETTE

Wigington Auto Parts Go.

HOffi*
SENliCA Jt-riOXVli aa6

Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
WALHALLA PHONE 186

MAKE THE

CALHOUN HOTEL
Your Headquarters
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Anderson, S. C.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY (0.
Easley, South Carolina

Clemson Students Always Welcome

mniuiiiH' rrmiiniiiiiiim

UNDERARM DEODORANT—Men
use "Aloride" to stop underarm
perspiration and odors. Full
strength, pleasant to use. A liquid.
Not a messy cream or paste. A
"best buy." A larpe bottle (year's
sioply) delivered to you $1 nostuaid. Send cash or check to
ALORIDE, Box 3035, Arlington,
Va.
FOR SALE — One five-room
house, hard floors, asbestos siding,' one mile from Clemson on
Greenville highway. Includes oil
heater and gas hot water heater.
Contact J. P. Bull, Prefab 1, or
Box 294.

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS
CIVILIAN & MILITARY CLOTHES

Finley's Esso
Station
Gas

. Oil . . . Groceries

■

Complete Outfitters to Men,
Young Men, and Students

—Greasing

108 N. Main Street

Phone 2481—Pendleton, S. C.
First Station on Right as You
Enter Pendleton
"SERVICE WITH A SMILE"

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Washing—

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
STERFIELDS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY
Copyright 1949, Lrecrrr & Mrau

TOBACCO CO.

